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Field Meeting For
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Crying Shame t Mammoth Cave
Continued neglect of Mammoth Cave
. . . one of the Seven Wonders of the
World, was very evident to editors and
publishers of the Kentucky Press Association who met there last weekend for
the first time since 1944.
Notwithstanding Uncle Sam took over
in 1946, after a generation of delay, with
rosy promises by Secretary of the Interior
Krug that millions would be spent to
equip Mammoth Cave National Park properly . . . and more optimistic predictions by Senator Alben W. Barkley,
who spoke with Mr. Krug on the dedicatory program . . . virtually nothing has
been done to provide more overnight accommodations, better roads in the reservation, better swimming or other recreational facilities which the vacationing

the competition of privately owned caves,
poor hotel accommodations, bad approach
roads and others, many thousands have
been turned away after a few hours' stay
from this greatest of all Kentucky attractions because there was no place for them

to spend a night.
It is true that war left scarcities,
that building costs are extremely high
and labor hard to get. But Uncle Sam can
build a hotel, a swimming pool, a golf
course, many more cabins and cottages,
bridle trails and better roads within the
park reservation and the Department of
Interior can provide the money . . . if
the demand is strong and loud enough.
Kentucky's own• neglect of her unmatched tourist attractions has cost us
untold millions of dollars, especially in the
public expects and demands.
exact
recent years of the greatest vacation
the
Mammoth Cave lies in almost
in history; but we had hoped for
volume
States,
United
the
of
center
al
geographic
of Mammoth Cave, once it
things
better
easy of access (except for a narrow, danpark.
national
a
became
the
into
highway
the
from
gerous road
This hope is as far from realization topark) to more millions of every-day
been, which is a cryAmericans than any other National park. day as it has ever
For years, despite handicaps such as ing shame.

By G,M.P.

England, our nearest of blood kin
among the international brotherhood, is
in a fair way to lose quite a lot by her
break with us in the matter of the war
in Palestine.
Britist officers are leading the Arabs
and British arms are killing the Jews
who fight to save their recently established nation . . . while the U. S. tries ineffectually to bring peace and sends millions of dollars to England in ERP
money . . . with world tranquility in
view.
We have always admired and respected England . . . where, in Churchill's
immortal words, so many owe so much
to so few. And we have defended the
mother county often, when isolationists
harangued against lending aid to the land
of John Bull when it was sorely afflicted.
But now we believe it is time to call a
halt, to stop United States dollars from

saving England's economy and the likely
break-up of the British Commonwealth
. . . unless England ceases, with the
promised truce in the Arabian-Jewish
war, to foster her own selfish ends in
Arabia and Palestine at the expense of
the little nation just born and so courageously defended against great odds these
last several weeks.
England's purpose is plain. She is seeking to perpetuate and extend her power,
as she has done for centuries, along the
Suez Canal and southward. She must not
be permitted to do this at the cost of
more innocent lives . . . and a grave
threat to the fragmentary and temporary
peace of a distressed and fearful world.
This time the British gamble is in vain.
The world will not permit another castestrophe to overtake its peoples because of
England's ambitions along the Mediterranean.

Lessons Of The Past
The genius of Winston Churchill shines
through the magnificent and fascinating
panorama he is painting of the events
that led to the most devastating war in
listory. No one of our sorely tried generation can read these pages without reliving the stirring events they portray.
Yet no one who does read them can fail to
be impressed with the justice of his dictum that this was, indeed, the "Unnecessary War," and that a little more wisdom,
fortitude and daring could have prevented it. That imparts to these Memoirs a
significance which is not confined to an
indictment of the past but which carries
an urgent lesson to all now charged with
shaping the future.
For neither the magnificence of Mr.
Churchill's word picture nor the drama
of the events he recounts can disguise
the fact that this first part of his story
deals with a measure of human inadequacy and futility which appear almost
incredible in the light of hindsight. These
human failings are all the more significant because they are by no means confin* to individuals but are rather inhe4nt in democracy itself, which can rise
te unparalleled heights of strength and
valor when aroused, but is apt to suffer
from indecision sad division before it is
aroused and which, while prone to cry for
strong leaders in times of stress, is inclined to reject such leadership, and to
reduce even its best statesmen to mere
followers of popular trends, before the
time of stress arrives.
It is these inherent characteristics of
democracy and democratic statesmanship
that give such poignant significance to
what Mr. Churchill calls the "locust
years," when the victors of the First
World War permitted Hitler to arm in
brazen defiance of the peace treaty while
neglecting their own armaments because,
as Premier Baldwin frankly acknowledged, adequate armament might have cost
him the election in a country lost in pacifism. It is these same characteristics
which made futile all efforts to stop Hit-

It was the hesitancy and the division
V the West-European nations that made
most of them an easy prey to totalitarian
conquest. And this same theme, so eloquently set forth in Mr. Churchill's Mem-

oirs, illuminates his appeal last week at
The Hague, made there in the role of
statesman rather than historian, for the
immediate formation of a European deliberative assembly as the first step toward a new Council of Europe. "We are
here," said Mr. Churchill, "to lay the
foundations upon which the statesmen
of the Western democracies may stand
and to create an atmosphere favorable to
the decisions to which they may be led."
This undertaking, like the Five-Power
Alliance formed recently at Brussels,
like the Sixteen-Nation Union to carry
out the Marshall Plan and like all other
similar efforts to consolidate and reinforce the democracies of Western Europe,
deserves the support of our own people
and our Government, and, in fact, cannot
succeed without such support. For as we
look back, with Mr. Churchill's perspective, upon the course of history it becomes increasingly clear that the failure
of the West-European democracies to prevent the outbreak of war in 1939 was due
not merely to their own mistakes but
also to a large extent to the strange policy of the United States, which stood on
the sidelines and preached disarmament
tor all, while cheering the imperiled West-

Euporean nations on to stop Hitler.
The United States now stands in the
front line as a target of aggression, and
as a result has learned much since the
days of isolation. But it must still be
demonstrated whether we have learned
enough to draw the necessary conclusions
of the situation. For though we are be-

ginning to arm, and are seeking to
strengthen our potential and essential allies economically, we are still reluctant,

as before the war, to make common
cause with these allies by the only method that might have spelled success in
and
Munich
to
1939
led
and which alone can spell success
finally
and
time
in
ler
Mr. Chamberlain's famous boast that he now. That is a hard and fast alliance with
had secured "peace in our time," which them, which will subordinate conflicting
carried with it the ominous implication individual weaknesses and fears, to a
of "after us the deluge." Perhaps the common policy based on the combined
greatest irony of that event is, as Mr. wisdom and strength of all the allied deChurchill emphasizes, that it probably mocracies, including the United States.
prevented an overthrow of Hitler by his This method offers the best hope of avoidown generals, who had been plotting ing the error of the past which led to
against him Tong before they tried to wet and of substituting for them a new
bomb him out of existence in the last policy which holds a brighter promise for
(New York 'limes)
the future.
phases of the war.
•

swiped
ed his tux had been
for
just as he needed it most
activities.
tommencement

•

Washington
Letter

sercipated expansion in health
This
out.
carried
vices, are to be
the
was revealed in a report by
Napersonnel section of the
which
tional Health Assembly
recently to
Washington
in
met
prepare a 10-year United States
Health program.
approxiIt ni estimated that
be
mately 554,000 nurses will
needed in 1980 for federal serprivices, non-federal hospitals,
inand
health
public
duty,
vate
service.
dustrial

Caldwell County Times ever put
By Jane Eads
out was that of last week . . .
Washington -- The need for
and it was made so by the Times'
present
new am. 31 i,inotype machine, nurses is "imperative" if
antiplus the work of Tom McCon- health programs, as well as
nell and his helpers. This was
the first brand new Linotype
machine ever set up in Princeton, to the best of my belief, and
indicates, among other things, a
financially healthy community.
*
*
*
The 'Leader may get its new
No. 32 Linotype, a larger ma
chine capable of doing many
unusual printing tricks, into
service next week. It will enabl,
us to render quicker, more effi
cient service, with a wider vat
iety of type faces and Jewel
chances of errors . . since th,.
machine will virtually do awa,,
with hand-setting of type in ow
shop.
*
*
*
Neither The Leader nor the
Times could have bought a new
Linotype machine on today,
Highly plea• sing to our neighvery expensive market unless
and
awards
the
were
borhood
of the local public had
patronage
of
honors accumulated by two
good. For my part, I
very
been
our young men, Johnny Harrelthe business which
appreciate
son and Bob Taylor, as they
comes here . . . especially from
finished prep schools. We mourn
home folk; and all of us here at
the absence of these young folk,
the. Leader will try to merit this
while they're away at school,
expression of confidence and
but rejoice exceedingly when
good will.
credit
they reflect such marked
*
*
*
upon their homes, their parents
Underwood, personal
Walter
and their community.
Today, when real valve
_
ity-plus younger son of Editoi
*
*
*
and Mrs
Underwood
R.
Tom
means most to every
If the new specs, coming up
Underwood of the Lexington
soon, do not improve my golf
Chevrolet continues to
family,
American
was, next to Fred Wachs.
of my o 1 d Herald,
game . . . some
line of passenger
priced
association
the
press
of
lowestpresident
offer the
friends are gonna have a lot
feller we saw at th,.
busiest
the
as the only line
well
as
field
its
in
cars
more fun with an ex-golfer
Mammoth Cave summer conven
QUALITY AT
about my size and vintage. It is
R
BIG-CA
giving
cars
of
tion last weekend. Walter had
less work to fish, anyhow, Doc
two gals, one a red-head, both
Yes, Chevrolet gives
COST!
LOWEST
Amos tells me.
brought by him from Lexington:
*
*
*
more value, any way you look at it,
and for anybody else, this would
Larry, home from KMI, stophave been too much load.
ped in the picture show to speak
*
*
*
to a pretty young miss he had
Bill Mays, home from a sue
been missing . . . when he went
cessful year at Northern Okla
and sat down, Dave asked Joan
homa Junior College, where h,.
King what Larry had said to
is studying business administra
her Big brother is wondering
tion, will be off soon for a six
how much of this chaperonage
week's summer course sponsored
he must put up with.
by his college near Vera Cru7,
*
*
*
Mexico, where his group will
T. A. Corcoran, a fine fellow and
Mexican language and
study
brother-in-law of Mr. and Mrs.
customs, living with a Mexican
Howard Day, was honored last
family. Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Mays
week by election as financial vice recently drove out to Oklahoma
president of the National Asso- to *ring their son horiie, visitciation of Purchasing Agents. ing the home office of the MidHe is purchasing agent for the
Co., at
Continent Petroleum
Louisville Courier-Journal and
en route.
Times and we have had long
*
*
*
and pleasant business dealings
Dot and Saul got some bad
with him.
news from Marvin last week
*
*
*
when the UK bandman discoverbe
to
sometimes
seems
Success
story
The
hitched to $5 bills.
about Happy Chandler and the
$5 bill he had when he' started
to college at Transylvania was
matched, for me, by one about
a prominent young physician of
town . . . who went to
our
Western with the same monetary
equipment, worked his way
through a year and came home
with $15. This young man has
kept right on along the upward
trail and is now firmly established here. A boyhood friend
is authority for this story about
Dr. Frank Giannini.
*
*
*
The best looking issue the

The orchids this week .
and plenty of them, go to T. R.
Feagan,. for his new super-market
at Fredonia . . . which would be
a credit to any city, anywhere
. . . and is an amazing example
of what can be accomplished in
this great country of ours.
*
*
*
Mr. Feagan started as a clerk
in Young's store, at Fredonia, and
by industry, close application,
hard work over long hours,
thrift and other fine virtues, has
come through to a signal success . . . in which hundreds of
his friends and admirers share
with marked pleasure . . . as was
evidenced by the big crowds
which thronged his fine new
store last Saturday, when it was
officially opened to- the public.
Business was good too . . . for
Mr. Feagan had to send out and
get a second cash register to take
care of the volume of sales!

England Gambles The Peace

Thursda , June 10, 1

PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON. KENTUCKY

Because of the incr. ,
%fleets required uf
nurses, the report further
their educational
program
be broadened.
The personnel seo,
mends that nursing ,
should be included in th.
culum of all institution
er learning, and
education should be
qualified applicants v,
crimination as to race,
sex.

, June 10
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First in quality and

CED LINE
LOWESTinPRI
its field!
any way you figure It. That's why
more people buy Chevrolets—and more
people drive Chevrolets—than any other
make of car. That's why we believe you,
too, will agree that CHEVROLET AND
ONLY CHEVROLET IS FIRST in dollar
value as it's first in registrations.
SPECIAL EXTRA-LOW
PRESSURE TIRES ••••
on

Wid•-Rirn

15.inch

Wheels (24-lb pressure oniy
all around). Cherrciet
you the tiro of fuer for easy,

CHEVROLET
-;;:ft IS FIRST!

restful riding. Remarkable
neer extro-lorr premure Ines
that glee a moth safe,
mor• comfortabl• ride.
absorb road shocks instead
of transmitting them to yo.,
and your car
TO',Apr&

,^

An ounce of
a pound Df
your car kee
assures you
let us service
Ift0 wise thin

••I, sc..?

Whity'
N. Ct. Sq.

Stevens Chevrolet Company

We Thank You!

•
Literary
Guidepost

By W. G. Rogers
PATRICK CALLS ME MOTHER, by Ann Barley (Harper;
$2.75)
A couple of years ago you read
in the papers about an American
miss who went to France and
adopted an ,orphan. I would hope
that hundreds of other Americans would do likewise if I
thought they could produce
books as moving and delightful
as the one to which Miss Barley
has given birth.
She was expecting, it seems, to
marry a fellow who, the dumb
cluck,- changed his mind, so she
ran off with her skin-deep grief
to a cocktail party where she
met a Dutchman who discussed
the countless motherless and
fatherless children abandoned in
his country in the wake of war.
She reached the obvious conclusion that a woman could
handily have a child without
benefit of husband and, loaded
with dresses and playsuits for
boys and - or girls from six
months to three or four years
old, and with medicines, diapers
and the like, she sailed brashly
for Europe.
The papers needed by an unmarried mother for the export of
a nine-months old Frenchman
threatened with an operation
but obviously not a subversive
or an immoral character, were
voluminous, but she collected
them, signed, stamped and sealed, just in time to make the
only plant on which she had a
reservation. She settled In Washington. one of the happiest
mothers, With one of the happiest infants, author of one of
the happiest hooks, in all this
land of milk and orange Juice.
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I am truly grateful to the hundreds of friends and customers
who came to the formal opening of our new Supermarket Friday
and Saturday, June 4-5, and made of that occasion a happy one
for me and those associated with me. The flowers and the many
expressions of

good will and

good

wishes

were especi-

ally welcome.
To those who were for one reason or another prevented
from visiting us at our open house, we extend a cordial invitation to come today, or any day convenient. You will always

SHE

be welcome.
We are indeed grateful for the splendid patronage you
have given us and extend a most cordial invitation to each and

bette
PIt5;„

4vP dri
dv.ss cse

everyone to return soon and often.

Feagan's Super Market

sr, .1

Fredonia, K.
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use of inferior dairy bulls
ulls of the beef breeds with
regard for production by a
ity of small owners is one
e main reasons we have
a low average production a
allied. Also the practice of
on purchasing of reeats for the herd from
.ards and similar places
are generally culls from
ne elses herd is another
for the low production
e. This is principally the
why Kentucky ranks 41st
g the states in average
roduction a cow.
y dairymen in this county
decided on whether to
e artificial breeding orlion which is being ornow because of the presmarket of veal calves
ed from daircows bred
bulls If these men will

do a little figuring on how much
milk it takes to grow veals to
market age and take into consideration the reduction in milk
production caused from allowing
calves. to remain on the cow to
veal age they will find that
raising of veal calves is pretty
costly in the long run.
The fact that "production bred"
bulls are available through the
artificial insemination program
should be the main factor to
consider when deciding whether
to make use of the program, Very
few if any farmers in Caldwell
county could have available for
their use dairy sires that have
proven their ability to transmit high production qualities to
their daughters except by means
of artificial breeding.
The following are examples of
records credited bulls now being
used in the artificial breeding WRECKAGE OF 'FLYING
WING' — An M. P. stands guard over the wreckage of the Northrop
program. "Golden Jeweler," a
Flying Wing bomber which crashed and burned near Muroc Air Base, Calif., (June 5) killing
Jersey bull with 6 daughters
having D.H.E.A. records of an its five man crew. Dal C. Wilson of Alton, Ill., who was driving on a nearby highway told
average of 8204 pounds of milk sheriff's officers the plane seemed to explode and then plunged downward, cutting a wide
testing 5.4% or a total of an aver- path through the sage brush. (AP Wirephoto)
age of 440 pounds of butter fat.
The dams of these daughters
milked an average of 7134
pounds of milk testing 5.1% or a

News From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote therm
July 28, 1925. Miss Nettie KinAugust 4, 1925. Aaron Koltinsolving, who was the charming sky, Robert Metcalfe, Leo Walguest of Misses Angeline and ker, Philip Stevens, S. 0. CatElizabeth Dorr, has returned to lett and son, Charles, were among
those attending the ball game
her home in Paducah.
at Rosiclaire, Ill., Sunday.
Little Miss Maria Jones, of
Wallonia, has returned home after a pleasant visit to Miss Hester Virginia Hayden, on Washington street.

n ounce of prevention is worth ...
pound .3f cure. Our regular servicing of
our car keeps it in A No. 1 condition . . .
ssures you safe, smooth, carefree driving.
et us service your car every 1,000 miles. It's
e wise thing to do!

TRI61.18fERIPPIRJOJelf@TOSErRrern.

WFAMOUS SWP RUA MINT
BRINGS YOUR HOME

August 4, 1925. Miss Atha Stallings, of Lewistown, has been
employed as a primary teacher
for the Fredonia Graded schools.
The other members of the faculty are Prof. and Mrs. D. C.
Spickard, Miss Carrie Ross and
Miss Dorothy Dean.
total of 361 pounds of butter fat.
The daughters gave an average
of 1070 pounds more milk testing .3% more or a total of 79
pounds more butter fat than
their dams.
"Meteors Golden
Lad", a
Guernsey
bull wh os e sire,
"Brookwood
Meteor", has 17
daughters with D.H.E.A. records
showing on average production
of 9,556 pounds of milk and 488
pounds of butterfat and whose
dam, "Berea Carthaage Lass", has
records of an average of 11,135
pounds of milk and 559 pounds
of butter fat.
"Double Segis Johanna Ladd",
a proved Holstein bull with 12
daughters having records of an
average of 15,111 pounds of milk
and 575 pounds of butter fat. The
daughters gave 2663 pounds more
milk and 144 pounds more butterfat than their dams. Heifers
from cows which we have here
in the county sired by bulls
like these should make quite an
improvement in production over
their dams.

A total of 437 seriously disabled World War II veterans in
Kentucky have received vehi
cles at government expense under the "autos for amputeees
program, Veterans Administration tri-state Branch Office in
Columbus, 0., reports.
August 4, 1925. Mr. and Mrs.
Under the present law, enactC. L. Bromley and children, Hel- ed by Congress in 1946, eligible
en and James, left Sunday to veterans have until June 30, 1948,
visit his parents in Bradley, Pa. to submit applications.
VA adWhile gone, they will visit Sala- vises that they should apply at
manca, N. Y., Niagra Falls and least 15 days before the deadother points of inteTest.
line, to allow ample time to process their applications.
August 14, 1925. Mrs. M. R. The present law provides
an
Kevil and Miss Rosalind Roach automobile or other
conveyance
are enroute here in their car at a cost not to exceed
$1,600 for
from Springfield, 0., and will any World War n veteran
who
probably arrive today.
lost or lost the use of, one 'or
both legs at or about the ankle
September 4, 1925. Mr. James as the result of service-incurred
L. Stegar, son of Col. and Mrs. injuries.
J. A. Stegar, has gone to ArdVeterans who saw service in
more, Okla., where he has ac- both World Wars I
and II are
cepted a position as teacher of eligible for U. S. Government
history in the Junior High and National Service Life InSchool. James is a graduate of surance protection in a comthe Princeton High School and bined amount not to exceed $10,Georgetown College, and is a 000, insurance officials at the Vetsplendid young man. He has our erans Administration Branch Ofbest wishes for success In his fice in Columbus, 0., stressed
chosen profession.
today.
Two-war veterans may carry
Sept. 11, 1925. Messrs. Knox $10,000 in either type of insurWylie and Robert Jacobs will
leave early next week for Lafayette, Ind., where they will
enter Purdue University.
Sept. 15, 1925. Hearne Harralson leaves today for Castle
Heights Military Academy, in
Tennessee, where he will take
up his second year's studies.
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1HE GARDEN
By JOHN 8. 1.1AHON
Kentucky Collage of Agriculture
and Holn• Economics

TIMELY TOIIICS
Because of cool weather and
cold ground, gardeners who used
poultry manure for side-dressing
have noted a sluggish response.
For poultry manure to break
down and become nitrogen plant
food, warm temperatures are
needed. Such crops as cabbage,
cauliflower and broccoli, which
make their best growth before
toe weather gets hot, may need
help.
Ordinarily, the answer would
be chemical nitrogen, as in nitrate of soda or ammonium nitrate, but these are virtually unobtainable. However, complete
fertilizer may be used for the
nitrogen it contains. A 3-9-6 is
all right, but a higher nitrogen
content (the first figure) would
be better. The only difference in
using it is that more is needed,
one pound of fertilizer being used
for 20 plants.
CAULIFLOWER: As soon as
there is the sign of the "flower"
starting, it should be shaded with
a tent made of the four lowest
leaves pinned together with a
toothpick or a matchstick. If this
is neglected, the flower becomes
tinted with lilac and tends to
break into branches. It also will
be strong in flavor.
BROCCOLI: Those who are
growing broccoli for the first
time should know that it is the
blossom-bud clusters that are
used for food while they are still
tight shut. Left too long, these
buds open, resembling those of
wild mustard. Side-dressing is
particularly valuable here, for
the
weather
when
becomes
warm, bub forming entirely stops.
DDT: This miracle weedkiller
has little use in a vegetable garden as the vegetables are all
broad leaved plants. However, a
gardener may save himself some
weeding in beans or any other
vegetable, whose seeds are large
enough to be covered /
1
2-inch
deep, by spraying with DDT a

line

used to lay out the row,
immediately after the seed has
been sown. If the soil is left unstirred, there should • be little if
any weed trouble throughout the
life of the vegetable.

The soviet
tobacco industry produced 74.9
billion cigarettes in 1947. This,
says a letter from tobacco workers of the nation, represented an
increase of 48 percent over 19411
State Press Group
output. The letter, published in
all important newspapers, says
Oppose Dam Plan
A resolution opposing construc- that in 1948 production was to
tion of the Mining City Dam be 90 billion cigarettes, or 21
was passed unanimously at the percent ovet 1947.
mid-summer meeting of the
Kentucky Press Association at
Mammoth Cave.
The resoultion said: "Whereas
Mammoth Cave National Park
would, according to the SecreAnd Your Strength and
Energy la Below Par
tary of the Interior, suffer great
It may be caused by disorder of kidand irreparable injury should
the proposed dam in Green River at Mining City be built, and
whereas Kentuckians have an
invettment of $15 million in the
park: Resolved, that the Kentucky Press Association opposes
construction of the dam, or any
dam downstream from M'arnmoth Cave, and urges every
Kentuckian to oppose it actively.
and militantly."

ance or may combine their policies up to the $10,000 limitation,
VA officians said. It is possible
for these veterans to carry their
World War I insurance on a term
basis and their National Service
Life Insurance on a permanent
plan.
Veterans should consult their
nearest VA office for detailed
information concerning government insurance.
12-inch strip to both sides of the

cool, comfortable pajamas . . . in stripes
white broadcloth and beautiful foulard
rayons . • . excellent quality, all color-fast
and washable.

4,1:t
,kit"

in home protection, for over 80 years ... that's
n-Williams SWP House Paint! America's fa•orite,
brings you a great big extra bonus —beauty that
fall year longer tbars beard
ts whiter, brighter whites—or in its cleaner, mors
colors —SWP now gives your borne a new,
t- painied" look that stays on and on!
!•17

DOW

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

PAINT
HOUSE
P
better than ever before!
IST. FILM.TH1CXN5II

deep brush marks ...
elk spots in the film!
[
LIMING!

This
SWP dries before
dust can collect!

31141111 SURFACII

"smoother glossier
cc doesn't grip dirt!
GIANSINSI

Rains
S'S P sp-a
t and clean! rkling

5,WHITIM MOUTON Whiter

whites.., brighter, more
beautiful colors!

6,SAWS IA011 MON1111 SWP
not require
repainting for yearsl

,li,rs

Hire's a hint for the perfect gift for Dad .. . GM, hile/,
,thate smart, new

Beau Brummell Ties in rich

and sparkling patterns.

coloring",

Gifts That Are Serviceable .
$1.47

Blue chambray shirts

$2.95
49¢ and 98¢
$4.95
25¢ and up

FATHER'S DAY JUNE 20, -:- FATHER'S DAY JUNE 20

Sept. 15, 1925. Miss Mary Wilson Eldred left Thursday for
Stuanton, Va., where she will
matriculate at Mary Baldwin
Seminary.

AzTor
. .s<

ney function that permit• poisonous
waste to accumulate. For truly many
people feel tired, weak and MI.Table
Om kidneys fail to remove excess
eirlds and other waste matter from the
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headache*, dizziness,
getting up night., leg rains, meaning.
Sometime. frequent and scanty urine(ion with ern•rting and burning la another sign that something la wrong with
the kldney• or bladder.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment I. wieer than neglect. flee
Power Pills. It is better to rely on a
medicine that has won countrywide approval than on something lase favorably
known. Donn's have been tried and treed many years. Are at all drug stores.
Got IMon's today.

At least 12 sprayers for 2,4-D
have been made at home, bought,
or constructed for by Lyon
county farmers.

FATHER'S FAVORITE STORE
%4

Reds Smoke Up
Moscow — AP —

Seersuckers, terry cloth .. . a grand collection
of beautiful summer robes for father . . . . Sizes
that will "cover" the father on your list.

$1.95

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
estate will please come f
cylinders and smoothing engine Administrator's Notice
and settle by the
shove datt,
claims
having
person
operation.
All
John B. and Lyra
K.
The new "equa-flow" cooling against the estate of the late Mrs.
administrators.
will
deceased,
Eastland,
system contributes to good per- Bird K.
formance under extreme condi- present same ta the undersigned
tions by improving general oper- for payment on or before July
ating efficiency. Water flows in
I; and all persons knowing
volume the full length of the
indebted to the said
themselves
"hot
Temperatures
in
•Iock.
.pots" in the six and eight cylinder engines have been decreased
by as much as 12 degrees. There
are larger water pumps in the
V18.
Improvements in the ignition
system also have contributed to
Increased economy and efficiency.
As much as 25 percent improvement in gasoline economy
may be achieved by taking advantage of the overdrive which is
available as factory-installed optional equipment.

other facts in a report to State
Fire Marshal Frank D. Crutcher
in connection with observance of
the second anniversary of the
Chicago La Salle hotel fire.. The
fire took 21 lives, several of
them Kentuckians, June 5, 1948.
Dening said the campaign to
Louisville — Operators of 289 enforce safety in Kentucky hotel
hotels in Kentucky have been began after the La Salle hotel
ordered to correct unsafe con- blaze. He added that, due to inditions by making structural sufficient personnel, the marchanges estimated to cost $3,250,- shal's office has been unable so
far to determine to what extent
000, W. M. Dening, State fire
the hotels have complied with
protection engineer, announced orders. Dening said Crutcher has
here.
ordered him to press inspection
Dening disclosed these and activities.
ilAikitiafingliEMINSEto

0
0
0
ro

ACCUSED OF GHANDI ASSASSINATION — Accused of the assassination of India's Mohandas
K. Gandhi, these men listen to testimony in New Delhi courtroom during their arraignment.
They are scheduled to go on trial June 14. Left to right are Nathuram Vinayak Godse, leader of
the accused 'group; Narayah Dattraya Apte and Vishnu Ramkrishna Karkare. In center, second
row, Via Madan Lai, also accused of exploding a bomb outside a Gandhi prayer meeting at Birha
House ten days before the January 30 assassination. (AP Wirephoto)
Law enforcement in Louisville,
he said, had been left largely to
the city fire prevention bureau,
because of the shortage of state
inspectors. Capt. H. L. Foster,
head of the bureau, reported
there were fifty-one hotels in
Louisville of which three so far
The 1949 Ford, which reveals
have met all requirements.
a radical departure from tradiHe said seven have closed ra- tional Ford styling and engither than install the ordered im- neering, was made public today
provements, two have been clos- to the Ford Motor Company.
ed by court order, and several "New standards of
beauty,
other suits are pending.
comfort, economy and performNot a single hotel in the State ance in the
1949 Ford passenger
was found to comply with all cars
advance them far ahead of
fire
protection requirecents,, others in the
low-priced field,"
Dening said, but correspondence
J. R. Davis, vice-president and
with owners indicates faults in 1
director of sales and advertising,
some buildings are being cor- 1
said. "Styling of the new Ford
rected.
definitely establishes it as the
car of the year."
To develop and produce the
1948 ..Ford passenger cars, Ford
Motor Company has expended
more than $37,400,000 in tools,
Bisbee's Comedians will be dies, jigs and fixtures.
Th4 modern design has been
here again for one week starting
Molded along functional lines,
Monday, June 14.
Bisbee's Comedians, signifying resulting in a long, low, sweeping silhouette. The grille is disthe best and cleanest entertainment of its kind on the road, tinctive, the hood massive but
shorter and the body so wide the
prolonged study and observation
rear fenders have been eliminaton the part of the manager, J. C.
ed. There are clean, unbroken
Bisbee. as to the wants and delines from front to rear.
mands of the present day pubComfort has been one of the
lic, is the basis of the Bisbee's
primary objectives in the new
troupe, long heralded as the
Ford. There is more room in the
show of fun and amusement for
"lounge car" interiors than in
everyone from the old folks
many cars with much larger
down to the kiddies.
over-all dimensions. Front seat
Following that ever popular
widths have been increased six
comedian, "BOOB BRASFIELD".
inches and the rear seat nearly
the south's funniest comedian,
eight inches. The body has been
are. such well known artists as,
moved five inches forward with
Jess and Dot Sund,. singers and
the seats cradled between the
dancers; the Farren twins, singaxles for a much smoother ride.
ing the songs and playing the
A new ,type of suspension sysmusic you love to hear; Ralph
tern—"hydra-coil" springs — reBlackwell, renowned ventriloplaces the traditional transverse
quist; Kitty and Cille, tap dancsprings and the front axle. This
ers; Billy Choate, the boy with
system is centered around airthe golden voice; Mahala, the
plane
type shock
absorbers
master magician, who has amazmounted within low frequency
ed in the past will again present
coil springs. In the rear, extra
some new and baffling tricks
long longitudinal springs are
featuring
and illusions. He is
complemented by airplane type
this year sawing a woman in
shock absorbers.
two with a buzz saw; Jimmie
Engine vibration has been reReynolds, feature dancer, two
duced by literally floating the
feet with a single thought. Audra power
plant on rubber mounts.
-Hardestty, trick and novelty viA new heating system avillable
olinist; Maxine Lee, Virginia
in the new Ford brings year
Oliver and Leo Lacy, are among around
comfort to driver and
the players, who will appear on
passengers. Fresh air is scooped
Bisbee's Stage; Bob Fisher and
into the car through large inhis Dixie Swing Band, will fur- takes
just behind the grille.
eveneach
nish the music for
The system, which has an autoings entertainment.
matic temperature control, can
The plays are from latest roy- be used
as a fresh air ventilator,
alty releases, and combine laughs a fresh air heater
or as a reand tears in their plots, with circulating heater.
Fresh air plus
presentations
Vaudeville
Novelty
the pressure effect obtained by
between the acts. The Tent is the
car's forward motion rerain-proof and fire-proof. Doors duces fogging and
draft..
open at 7 o'clock, orchestra, 7:45,
curtain at 8 o'clock.

1949 Ford Shown
To Public Today.
Has Many Changes

W
21

Administrator's Notice
All persons knowing themselves indebted to the estate of
the late Leo Garrett, please settle same with me on or before
August 1, 1948 and those holding claims against the estate will
be required to present same,
properly proven, by above date.
Addle Garrett, Admx.
Leo Garrett Estate
3tc

Come in and try this
"best of all portables"...
that's the only way to
learn how fine it really is!

Economy of operation has been
increased up to 10 percent improvement in gasoline mileage
for the new six-cylinder engine
and the extensively redesigned
Card Of Thanks
V-8. Both are offered as power
The Dunbar family gratefully
plants in all Ford models. Other acknowledges and tenders thanks
engineering features result in for every kind act and expresbetter performance and longer sion of sympathy in our recent
engine life.
bereavement, the loss of our beA new intake manifold achi- loved mother, Mrs. Johnnie Duneves better fuel distribution. It bar. Each consoling thought exis attached to the engine so that pressed through deed, by card,
it is horizontal to the ground, re- letter or telegram, will ever be
ducing the tendency of raw gaso- treasured in the hearts
of her
line to flow toward the rear children.
1 tp

Easy terms if desired.
Your choice of three
models.

Bisbee Comedians
Here Next Week

. Look Smart... Be Smart—In

A Lightweight Quality Suit!

• Enro and Campbell Sport
Shirts
• Enro and Wilson Pajamas
(medium and

light weights

• Ties (by Wembley, Regal and Beau Brummel
• Munsing Sport and Dress Socks in lightweights and

Argyle

Plaids

•Swim Trunks (by Rugby)
•Suspenders

and

Belts (by

Pioneer)

MirimirumokigaraRRIMMORROURRIZIOtararaRaffirarRraIRRIGMMWAMFORriaralFIR1011111Willa

Enriched

Money Back
Plus 10 Percent

American Beauty
TOMATO

CATSUP,

14 oz.

KRAFT

MAYONAISE, pint

<RAFT SALAD
MUSTARD, 8

COFFEE,
CAMPBELL
'
S SOUPS

49C

oz.

.9C

Maxwell House, regular or
can
51(

drip, 1 pound

Tomato
All others
SALMON,

pound can

(My Mother

COFFEE, Burrow
'
s
Law)

in

39C.
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ALWAYS FOR A BETTER
BUY, TRY
WASHING POWOER,
LUX, large
DUZ, large

Homogenized
GRADE A

OXYDOL, large
IVORY, large bar
SPIC & SPAN

BEEF and BROWN GRAVY
Morton House, 101/2 oz.
OYSTERS, Gulf Kist
PR EM, Swift's

It is richer, sweeter, better tasting, and contains

HOMINY, No. 2/
1
2 can
PEAS, No 2 can
LIMA BEANS, Jackson

the vitamins necessary to good health.

Shop

All 9 Floors
for

• Furniture
• Ru9s and

Carpets

• Home Furnishings
The Very

Next Time

You Are
In

Hopkinsville

FEGAN'S New Super Market
FREDON IA, KENTUCKY

, June 10, 1948
vements
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tillaed progress in t h e
improve farm en. to
is reported from, Bath
D. Dicken, county
v. Albert
real president, has
set
ed a new gateway
highway to perfrom the
afficient car space. It has
t creasing and a standard
gate swung from brick
lamthe assistance of her
JamesToy, a member
Hill Homemakers
e
completed a white
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around their home. Then
the farm name,
and the
t Cress Farm",
the mailbox.
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entrance improvee farm
essect is a state-wide plan
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ing authority at the Colof Agriculture and Horne
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Club Lessons Applied
In Redecorating Home
Redecorating her old home to
make it look new and lovely was
the experience of Mrs. W. L.
Dawaan, Sr., of Oldham county.
For several years she has been
making plans for returnishing
her home as she learned new
ideas in the LaGrange Homemakers Club. Last year she made
her kitchen both convenient and
attractive: More recently, she has
completed the redecoration of
the other rooms ia the house,
Home Agent Lilah Hembree reported.
Heavy dark beams in living
and dining rooms were removed and the remaining woodwork
painted white. Floors were sanded and refinished, new color
schemes planned and walls repapetred. Windows were hung
with new curtains, slipcovers
made for comfortable pieces of
furniture and pictures rehung.

sented when gl members modeled the dresses they had made in
their project work. Among them
were three generation in the
Phil-Dunnville Club. They were
Mrs. Sallie Combest, mother;
Mrs. Otha Compton, daughter,
and Mrs. J. Q. Rodgers, granddaughter.
M ti,M's funny, funny, funny movie of happy go-lucky lost
with Van Johnson, June Allyson, Butch Jenkins

Insects On Tobacco
Can Be Controlled

Tobacco flea beetle can be controlled by DDT dust applied
the rate of about four pounds 1
the acre, according to Prof. Ii
H. Jewett of the Kentucky Ixperiment Station. Another control is a dust containing one part
of paris green and five parts of
arsenate of lead, using about
three pounds to the acre.
Hornworrns or tobacco worms,
another tobacco pest, may be
picked off, or dusted with a mixture of a pound of paris green
and six pounds of hydrated lime,
used at the rate of seven to
eight pounds to the acre. Or a
Plants Exchanged
dust may be made of a pound of
paris green and five pounds of
On Homemakers Day
A style show of pretty, new arsenate of lead, used at the rate
cotton dresses and an exchange of six pounds to the acre.
Cutworms are controlled by a
of plants, seeds, bulbs and cuttings were features of the annual poisoned bait made of a pound of
spring Homemakers Day in Cas- paris green to 50 pounds of wheat
ey county. Fourteen of the 15 bran. Dampened to make a
homemakers clubs were repre- crumbly mixture, it is scattered
15 to 20 pounds to the acre. A
Economics, University of Ken- small amount may be dropped
tucky.
I at each plant

A

Your Pocketbook! Come Tomorrow ...Prove to
Yourself That Now, More Than Ever, It Pays to

. 1

Jeanette
Mac DONALD
Jose ITURBI
Jane POWELL

THREE
DARING
DAUGHTERS

SMASHED BY CRASHING PLANE — A policeman surveys sheared off end of
a house struck
by a Navy fighter plane at Brookville, N. Y. Plane was on its second test flight when it apparently
developed engine trouble at a low altitude. Craft struck a clump of trees, plummeted through
the
house and landed upside down. Test Pilot Thomas Le Boutillier, Jr., 33, polo
player and
sportsman suffered a broken arm and cuts about the face and arms. A woman occupant
of the
house suffered shock and cuts. Navy would not permit pictures of the plane. (AP Wirephoto)

Moscow Razzle - Dazzle
In Foreign Affairs

PENNEY'S does it again ... A Major Break for

r

"zig" or "zag", possible touched
off by the defeat of Communism!
in Italy. Is she sincere in wanting world peace?
Committee members say they
see no reason for altering a conclusion they reached before the
present Soviet peace drive. They
concluded:
"'They (Communists) know
when and how to emphasize the
line of sweet reasonableness, resorting to appeasement tactics,
strictly on the psychological level where it costs least."

By Robert E. Geiger
government officials look with
Washington — Is the new Rus- skepticism on Stalin's proposal.
sian "peace offensive" sincere? It says:
Many Americans are puzzled and
A zig-zag line of advance and
confused by this question and retreat, called the "Leninist
the cool reception Stalin's pro- line", has been a basic policy exposals have received here. Why plaining Communist strategy for
didn't American officials jump the past 30 years, since the RusChildren like peanut butter
at this opportunity to talk things sian Revolution. This zig-zag line dressing on fruit salad. To make
over?
is the cause of most of the con- it blend one-third peanut butter
A House Foreign Affaris subfusion as to just what the Com- with two-thirds mildly flavored
committee which analyzed Ruscooked salad dressing.
sian tactics predicted weeks ago munist policy is. The subcommitthere would be frequent shifts tee traces the zigs and zags this
in Russian policy. Reports like way:
this one, and other knowledge of
I. After the revolution came
Russian tactics, help explain the three years of war Communism,
American attitude. The commit- when the party in Russia drove
tee decided that "razzle-dazzle" to the left, nationalizing indusIs an important feature of Com- tries, requisitioning goods and
munist
policy
and thumbed drafting manpower.
through 100 years of Communist
2. Then came six years when
history to support this decision. free enterprise was was encourOn the football field razzle- aged, to revive production.
dazzle is the quick and hidden
3. Next came the Five Year
shifting of the ball from player Plan. The drive to the left
to player amid so much confu- brought socialization of agriculsion that the opposing team is ture, famine in the Ukraine
and
dazzled. The committee said the the slaughter of so
many cattle
Russians attempt to do the same that livestock never
have come
thing in international affairs. back to their
former numbers.
Its report said if Communist pol4. Hitler's rise to power in
icy seems headed toward coop- 1933 brought
a shift to the right
erativeness at one moment, to- in foreign relations.
There was
ward uncooperativeness at an- an alliance of
communism with
other and nowhere in particular Socialism in
France and other
Not More, But Betat a third it's only to hide one countries.
Purges of 1937 and
r Merchandise"
truth:
1938 showed how Russia could
"Economic and political policy intensify
leftism at home and at
and action, collaboration on the the same
time cooperate with
surface and subversion under- capitalism
abroad.
neath, a swing to .the right in
5. Then came the war. The
one period and a swing to the
Russians took what they could
left in another, are meant to on
their own. They discussed
serve a single end, the world
world revolution with the Gerrevolution." The State Depart- mans but
set their price too high
ment's attitude toward Stalin's for
the Nazis. The failure to
statement that U. S.-Russian difmake a deal with Hitler brought
ferences could be settled along the
German attack on Russia in
lines suggested by Henry Wal1941. The United Kingdom aclace is this, in brief:
cepted Russia as an ally. The
These points of difference that
United States moved swiftly to
HELP YOUR COUNTRY...
Stalin mentioned are old ones.
include Russia under lend-lease.
HELP YOURSELF
There has been plenty of opThus began a new "right" period
There Is still • very real need
portunity to settle some of them
of cooperating with democratic
for every ounce of used fats we
in the United Nations. Russia
can salvage. The world-wide
forces.
knows this. If she really wants
shortage is greater today than
6. Until repudiation of the
ever
before. Please ... keep
to settle them the way always
saving and turning in your used
Marshall plan in June, 1947,
is open. The subcommittee's ankitchen fats. P. S. Yes! you
there was cooperation with the
do get paid for them ... and
alysis of Russian policy is more
you know how ready cash
democracies. Then Russia began
blunt and explains why many
counts today.
her period of expansion and of
"radical leftism."
Keep Turning in Used Fats!
7. Now there is evidence Rustasticas Fat Salvage Caseatte
sia may be setting on a new

\ EDWARD ARNOLD

SATURDAY, JUNE 12 - OPEN 10 A. M.
The "Durango Kid" Tangles with Range Rustlers!

"JESSE JAMES RIDES AGAIN"

EXTRA

!".
• MERR1E

MELODY

COMIC

IN

HERE'S GREAT FUN!
The Kind You

Will Enjoy Enormously

aims
MONTY WOOLLEY
Am. 4114.... • Elm lenthost.
Copor sod The 11.1.11•11 Soya.*

elvers

Added Treats!
PARAMOUNT NEWS and SELECT SHORTS

TA)VIED HIM...
When Man's Daring
Could Not!

Try Leader Classified Ads - - They get results!

1.hat an opportunity! You get the same high Towncraft quality at this
hew low price! There's smartness, comfort and durability packed into
eve"— last shirt. Sanforizedtfor fit, mercerized for smoothness, close woven
for strength! Non-wilt Nu-craft' collars! They're here now by the hundred.
32 to 35.
TOWNCRAFT TIES—New Summer Colors and Patterns
TOWNCRAFT SPORT SHIRTS—Cool Rayon Broadcloths
Short Sleeve Rayon Broadcloth Sport Shirts
SHORT SLEEVE BROADCLOTH SPORT SHIRTS

THURS. & FRI., JUNE 17-18
Passion, Fury and Titanic Conflict Rocks the Screen!
Here's your chance at two ra.
dins in one. You thrill to the
uncanny perfection of FM—all
static, fading and station interference virtually eliminated. You
enjoy your favorite AM programs, too, in loner& mho how.
Exclusive G-E Beam•scope,
,powerful Dynapower speaker.
Lovely rosewood plastic cabinet
See it, hear it—today.

COLOR

Humphrey

Wolter HUSTON • Tim NOVI

Th_ursda ,jun
.10, 1
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Cattle prices Min,.
Princeton Livestoul
(Continued from Page One)
Lycurgus Rice
assessor, who, he said, is underabout steady with last
Lycurgus Rice, 76, father of
paid and under-staffed, to prowas, reported by
Mrs. Charles Hubbard, Eddyville
Brad
vide printed formsfrd lend othmanager.
Hogs topped
,home
his
at
road, passed away
er proper assistance in an effort,
tip Mt -cents; No.
I
in Paducah Monday night, May.
Packed by thinking people here,
down $1; long fed
steto
to
effect
beneficial
change,.
widow,
31. Survivors include his
change; short fed steer
Reeves declared that, under exa son Aria L. Rice, of Los Angechange; grass fed stet,
isting practices, no community
les, Calif.; two daughters, Mrs.
up 50 cents; baby beevi.,
has control of its tax matters.
change; fat cows $29,
Marvin Hodges, of Paducah, and
He said he is opposed to blanket
do
stock cattle $27, no ehaap
Mrs. Hubbard, and three grandt a x assessment increases, of
eeder cattle $28, no
which Caldwell county has had
children. Funeral services were
Milk cows sold for $96 ta
six in the last 7 years, but that
held Wednesday; June 2, at the
head, best spring lambs
this is the only way, under the
Roth Funeral Home, Paducah
medium spring lamb, i25,
law, his department can do what
and burial was in Mt. Kenton
head sold wet 1,463
it is required to do . . . levy
Cemetery.
taxes among the counties upon an
Milwaukee (June 6) after
at
track
the
on
lies
—
equitable basis. The Revenue De- INJURED RACE DRIVER LIES ON TRACK
Calif., veteran, who
Mrs. Alice Burns
mount of Rex Mays, Glendale,
partment can do nothing, he race at the State Fair Park. Dinsrnore's
won by Emil Andres
was
Race
Tuescritically.
here
received
Word was
injured
said, about effecting fair and striking Dinsmore. At far left is car being driven
his car (left) during a 100-mile
from
day of the death of Mrs. Alice
thrown
being
driver,
racing
Ohio,
Osborne,
equitable tax assessments as Duke Dinsmore,
wall and turned around to avoid
Burns, 86, which occurred Monswerved and struck a fence. At right is the car bounced off
Wirephoto)
day at her home in Wichata,
(Al'
Chicago.
of
was
by Duke Melon of Los Angeles. Dinsmore
------------Kans., from a heart attack. Born
$1,500,000 tax base loss a year
and reared in Caldwell county,
among individuals within any ed there is another grave threat
to the
disastrous
be
would
and
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Mrs. Burns was a daughter of
county. "This is the job of the to Caldwell county's tax reve- schools and the whole fiscal setCYF
the
of
Nine
members
the late Leven and Alzada Nichcommunity and nues, as presently constituted, up in the city 'and county, citigroup attended Conference last people of this
ols, and a sister of the late Rev.
by them, in that the corporations may zens present said.
done
be
only
can
These
at
young
week
Kuttawa.
Albert Nichols. She is survived
people had charge of evening through their legally chosen rep- bring suit this year to have
by a sister, Mrs. J. E. Davis, and
service Sunday, bringing reports resentatives", he said.
their tax assessments put on a Baptist Training Union
a number of relatives in this
to
memthe
experiences
their
of
in
be
will
Interment
county.
Mr. Reeves said the 40 percent parity basis with those of the Will Meet June 17
.
bership.
Kansas.
The Caldwell Baptist Associatrailand
truck
heavy
A
—
placed upon city lots Kentucky counties.
CAR
assessment
AND
BRIDGE DROPS TRUCK
An enthusiastic congregation
Union will hold
Should this occur, he said, tional Training
er and an automobile lie in the. tangled wreckage of this wood participated in the Children's Day here by his department would,
a meeting at Maple Avenue Bap- Appointment Service, also,
011ie Oliver
and steel bridge (June 7) a few minutes after the span collapsed worship, in which parents were because of lenient treatment by Caldwell would lose the differan assessment tist Church June 17, at 7:30
011ie Oliver, 58, struck by a to the Los Angeles (Calif.) River bed. The river bed is dry at charged with their Christian res- the Tax Commission, permit ence between
of /parking space.
switch engine while crossing the this point. The truck driver was not injured, the auto driver ponsibilities and babies were pre- Princeton's schools to share in against the Illinois Central Rail- o'clock, it was announced Wed- plenty
De Jarnette,
Byron
Rev.
nesday.
Utilities
railroad tracks near the roundKentucky
the
sented with a letter written by the State Equalization fund this road,
only slightly hurt. (AP Wirephoto)
Tele- Louisville, state secretary of the
house May 30, died Monday in
the pastor to be opened on their I year but more tax revenue will Company, Southern Bell
com- Baptist Training Union, will be
the Princeton Hospital.
o'clock Monday afternoon at the D. M. Sigler
twelfth birthday. A group of be necessary next year if this phone Co., and other utility
cash the featured speaker. Members
Rev. J. T. Cunningham confair
of
percent
80
of
come
to
panies
allowed
is
money
State
the
with
Second Baptist Church,
D. M. Sigler, 89, died at his Juniors assisted the adult choir
in of every church in the associaducted funeral services Tuespercent
21.5
the
and
value
here.
Rev. R. E. Hughes officiating.
home at Shady Grove June 13. in the special music.
tion are urged to attend. Harold
the
in
day afternoon at the Oliver Cempercent
29
and
Princeton
head,
Revenue
Department
The
Members of the Layman's Leaetery in Lyon county, 4here Mr. Survivors are three daughters, Funeral services will be held gue laid plans Monday evening when questioned by members of county, as now levied here. Hollowell, associational director,
Mrs. Corria Johnson, Varmint today
Oliver was buried.
(Thursday) at Shady for Father's Day, to be observed the Citizens Committee, indicat- This would amount to about will be in charge.
Survivors include his widow, Trace Road; Miss Mabel Wil- Grove Church at 2 o'clock.
June 20. The League will sit in
Mrs. Effie Baker Oliver, two liams, Fulton; and Miss Maude
Mr. Sigler is survived by two a group at the morning service
sisters, Mr's. Edd Martin, of Williams, Louisville; two sons, daughters, Mrs. E. C. Boister,
and wilL occupy the choir loft at
Princeton, and Mrs. Floyd Baker, Eddie, Fredonia, and Willie, Shady Grove, and Mrs. Frank
the evening service.
of Bluford, Ill.; brothers Knott, Salem, Route 2. Mrs. Williams Ringo, Diamond; four sons, W.
Visitors are cordially invited
BakersJake and Buster, of Caldwell was born January 26, 1859.
Elmer,
F., Shady Grove,
to share in the services of this
Shelby
Ky.
and
Mexico,
Dixie
at
was
Interment
county, and
field, Calif.; Allen, Ohio; and church.
Oliver, of Trigg county, and two
Dewey, Phoenix, Ariz.; 24 grandchildren, Mrs. Pauline Rogers
children and 32 great grandchilFranklin
James
LAMASCO BAPTIST
and Herman Oliver, of Princeton.
James H. Franklin, 91, died at dren; a brother, S. U. Sigler, and
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
Hopkins,
Katie
Mrs.
sister,
a
his home Sunday. Funeral and
preach Sunday morning at 11
interment were Tuesday after- both of Providence.
Mrs. Pashie Williams
o'clock at the Lamasco Baptist
Interment was in the church Church
Mrs. noon in the Piney grove CemeFuneral services for
Ready-To-Eat
Pashie Williams, who died at the tery. Mr. Franklin is survived cemetery.
Fresh Full Dressed
Or Smoked Skinned
W.
home of her daughter, Mrs.
by several children.
LB
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Shank Portion
G. Johnson, 609 Varmint Trace
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
Road, Sunday, were held at 2 Everybody reads The Leader
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Try Leader Classified Ads — They get results!
Fresh
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
LB.
Picnic
Young People's Service 6:00

Al The Churches

More! More! More For Your Money With

Super Right Meats
HAMS
PORK ROAST
VEAL STEAK
SMOKED PICNICS

FRY EISS

69e

lb.

BUS

Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m,
prayer
Wednesday evening
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
Eleven Caldwell county 4-H
boys and girls are attending State 7:00 p.m.
4-H Week meetings, which began
Tuesday and will end Saturday, BARBEE MEMORIAL
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
in Lexington.
J. P. Bright, Pastor
Jacqueline Shoulders, County
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., R.
style revue winner, will model a
evening C. Ethridge, Supt.
balloon-cloth
yellow
dress in the State revue. Betty
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
Jo Lester, County runner-up, will
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
enters a clothing judging contest.
Evening Worship, 7 p.m.
Other girls attending from here
Midweek Worship, Wednesare Doris Ann George, Christine day, 7 p.m.
Sheridan, of Fredonia, and EleaChoir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
nor Crenshaw, of Quinn.
p.m.
Leo Hill and Roy Lowry, of
You will find a welcome at all
the Quinn club, district winners services.
in contour cultivation, water
management contest at Hopkins- CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
ville, will compete with other David W. Schulherr, minister
district winners.
9:45 Sunday School
Other boys, winning County 10:45 Morning Worship
the
championships ,and attending
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
meetings, are Floyd Metcalf, Fre- 7:30 Evening Worship
Jimmy Wallace,
donia, and
Frank Pool and Billy Mitchell, FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor.
of the Butler Senior 4-H Club.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
Miss Wilma Vandiver, home
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
agent, and County Agent R. A.
6:45 p.m Training Union.
Mabry accompanied the group to
7:30 Evening Worship.
Lexington.

TERMINAL

CLEAN CLOTHES
A Brighter

Make
Vacation

Nothing like spotlessly clean clothes,
neatly pressed -to start a vacation.
Our prompt, reliable and economical cleaning service will get your
Family's vacation clothes in order -in a jiffy.

BODENIIANIEWS
Phone 1 1 1

If Nearly 21 You
Are Eligible To Vote
Louisville — AP — Assistant
City Registrar Del Black declares
it is possible for a person not
yet 21-years-of-age to vote in a
Kentucky primary election.
He said a person whose 21st
birthday falls before the November 2 general election may register now, and vote in the August
7 primary.

You Needn't Buy

a"Pig in
a Poke"

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor.
Church School 9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship 10:45 A.M.
Evening Worship 7 P./5.
Youth Fellowship 6 P.M.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
preach Sunday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock at Cedar Bluff Baptist
Church.
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We Have
Water Systems on Display!
No longer need you order a water system "sight unseen."
Easing of government regulations now permits US to display
a diversified line of these farm labor savers.
We recommend Fairbanks-Morse Water Systems because
our investigations convinced us that they are tops in design
and construction;tops for giving lastingly dependable service;
tops In assurance of repair parts when you need them ... and
because the line is so complete that we can always offer tho
very hest type and size for each individual need.
Drop in and see our display nest time )ou're in town.

B. N. LUSBY
Phone 88

•

NOTICE!

••

We, the undersigned, now have control of
the milk routes in Princeton for the. Princeton
Cream and Butter Co., and are operating on
a commission basis.
We would appreciate the patronage of our
friends in Princeton and promise you prompt
and courteous service at all times.

Princeton, Ky.
1114DQU4RTERS FOR

Fairbanks-Morse
water Pystwort• • Pe n•op

rt• mpg • "V.Engines

Choice
Round
Cutlet

Deenn Fish
Full

Dressed :Whiting

lb.

19c

• right Ilant• • WintintIng

Marvin Stallins
-- Dudley Smith

57c
31c
91c
47c

LB
sugur
lured
to 8 Lbs.

LB.

LBS.

29c
55c
35c
29c

8 O'CLOCK COFFEE 3 LB .-g
2
21c PICKLES
47igarettes SUGAR
1.55 CANDY BARS
6

1.15
25c
89c
25c

TOMATOES
CORN
4ears 25c POTATOES
GREEN BEANS
I.ElIONS
38c 45c GREEN PEAS
Fresh

Red
Ripe

Tube

Calif.
New
White

10
2
2

Juicy California

360 size

doz.

300 Size doz.

LBS.

LBS.
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9 to 1

$14.9

SAVE 6 DAYS A WEEK ON GRAND GROCERIES
IONA

PORK & BEANS

Large Sour Dill
Or Sw. Mixed

Qt.
Jar

Purelit

Popular Brand

Cane

•10

r

((ii.

t.tx

For

Sure Good

CHED-O-BIT
lb. etc 41c
CREAM CHEESE
BUTTER
BISCUITS
3 atm. 27c EGGS

2

Cheese

Oleo
Margarine

LB.
Loaf

Wisc.

LB.

Wildmere
Roll

Ballards

LB.

Sunnybrook
Grade A

Ctn.
Doz.

99c
61c
78c
61c
PH

Strongheart

Woodbury!'

DOG FOOD

FACIAL SOAP
3 cakes 334.

3 cans 27e

WE/0 MARGA RINE

4g p se4
18e

lb.

•
•
•
•
Here's a thrifty spread for bread or rolls. Keyko is enriched for added nourishment
and has a grand farm frej
flavor. It's delicious served on hot hot vegetables.
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GRADE A FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

Varieties

11
Cieji /

Jtme 1

Prices Steady On
Livesock Market

Reeves Checks Tax

Four To Represent
County In Contests
At Lexington

0 /

toriest

•1441.411. -
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toady

on

and other relatives. The Wynns bia, Mo., are visiting Mr. and
are on a four-months' tour of the Mrs. E. M. McCaslin and Mrs.
United States and Canada.
Bernice M. Davis this week. Mrs.
• • •
Schlunz is the former Margaret
Alrennan, Kings utile, Terry Davis.
• • •'
Ont., and son, J. D. Drennan and
Mrs. Drennan, of Detroit, Mich.,
Mrs. Gary Hobgood was in
were recent guests of Mrs. Dren- Hopkinsville Saturday to attend
nan's parents, Mr. andik,Mrs. Den- the marriage of her brother,
ny Freeman, Route 2.
Robert Clifton Gary III, to Miss
• •• Hearne reMiss NancyDee
Patricia Barnes, which took
turned last week-end from WardBelmont College, Nam hivll e, Mrs. James Greenfield and place at Grace Epsicopal Church,
' • • •
Tenn., where she was graduated. son, Jim, and Mrs. Cora Eison,
• • •
spent last week-end with Mrs. J.
Donnie Buckalew, 11, S. efYoung,
Dora
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Thorpe re- E. Sory and
ferson, is being visited this week
turned to their home in Detroit, in Fredonia. • • •
by Lonnie Lackey, also 11, of
Mich., Monday after a visit to
her sister, -Mrs. Richard Freeman
Miss Anna Bet Pruett, Louis- Evansville, Ind.
• • •
and family, Route 2. Miss June ville, spent last week-end with
Freeman returned home with her sister, Mrs. Randolph HuthMrs. Ruth Arrington, Clarksthem for a visit.
inson, and family, N. Harrison dale, Miss., has been the guest of
• • •
street.
Mrs. M. M. Roach, N. Seminary
• • •
Mr.. and Mrs. Jimmy Wynn,
Street.
Los Angeles, Calif. spent MonMrs. Earl Smith and daughter,
day and Tuesday here with his Ann, of Kirkwood, Mo., and Nr.
grandmother, Mrs. Fanny Davis, and Mrs. Fred Schlunz, ColumMiss Mary Wiison Eldred spent
several days in Louisville this
week with her brother, Marshall
P. Eldred, and family.
• • •
Mrs. Alberta Poole, Jackson,
Mils., arrived Monday. night for
a Visit to her mother, Mrs. M.
L. Orange, N. Harrison street.
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is a locket
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forgotten.
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-Chatham
afternoon,
j o'clock in the
June 1, on the campus
•own College, GeorgeBetty Jean Lindle,
f Mrs. Bernice Lindie,
•t, became the bride of
- Chatham, son of Mr.
Charles Chatham of
• sextet of Butler High
:inceton, sang Grieg's
,oe," Mr. Rumsey TayBond's "I Love You
nd Mrs. Joseph Wit_ Bohm's "Calm As the
:oly following the cer:weption was held in
at the college.
bride was graduated from
town College where she

GOOD QUALITY
GOOD WORKMANSHIP
D VALUE

was a member of Who's Who in
Birthday Dinner
American Universities and ColA surprise birthday dinner for
leges, Delta Omicron, national
Mrs. Jim Blackburn was given at
honorary music fraternity, presthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Lawident of the Young Women's
rence Blackburn Sunday, June 6.
Auxiliary, and a college accomThe following enjoyed the day
panist. For the last year she has
with Mrs. Blackburn and wished
been music supervisw in the city
her many happy returns: Mr. and
schools here.
Mrs. Reg. Phelps and children,
Mr. Chatham was graduated Marion
Ivy, Jerry, Billy, Carol,
from Georgetown College this Margie Lou, Deryl Lynn, and
year, where he served as presi- Danny; Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Lodent of the student body. He well and children, Judy and
served 30 months in the Navy, Brenda; Miss Sue Beavers, Mrs. Virgil Whyte and his Musicgals, "America's Finest All Girl Band,"
Denia Beavers, Mr. and Mrs.
and attended the University of
the Princeton Country Club's Annual Summer
Harlan Tackwell and children, will play for
Virginia, Charlottsville, Va., and
Reta, Lois, Doris Jean and Larry; Dance Thursday night, June 17.
Bowling Green University, BowMrs. Pearl Blackburn, John ger, first; Miss Fanny Newson,
ling Green, Ohio.
Lottie Moon Circle
Blackburn, Marc Blackburn.
second; and Mrs. J. W. HollingsAfter a wedding trip to the
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
Mr. Ivy Moore, Mrs. Madge worth, third.
Great Smoky Mountains, the Riley and
children, Evelyn, DotFirst Baptist Church met at the
Dr. and Mrs. Engelhardt recouple will be at home in Louisty and Jimmy; Miss Patsy Wigcently attended the convention of home of Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Edville, where Mr. Chatham will
ginton, Evansville; Mrs. Ruth
the National Rose Society in dyville Road, Tuesday night,
enter the School of Medicine at
Dunning, Miss Betty Dunning,
Kansas City and he gave an in- June 1, with 15 members presthe University of Louisville.
Mrs. Henry Phelps and children,
teresting report of the meeting ent.
David, Wanda, Peggy and Betty
and Rose Show which was held
The devotional, from Matthew,
Louise.
Former Princetonians
on the Sky Roof of the Conti- was given by Mrs. W. E. Willis.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Blackburn
Jim
Spend Sunday Here
nental Hotel. While in Kansas Mrs. Hugh Skees had charge of
Mrs. Douglas Boone, Boston, and children, Sue, Gary, Linda; City, the Engelhardts met Mr.
the program, assisted by Mrs.
Mr.
Morgan,
Mrs.
Earl
and
Mr.
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mcand Mrs. Miller, of whose rose Alvin Lisanby, Mrs. Claude KolElroy, Morganfield, and Miss Allen Riley, and Mr. and Mrs. garden Mr. R. S. Gregory showtinsky and Melville Young.
Esther Langley, Detroit, Mich., Lawrence Blackburn and chil- ed color slides at the last meetPresent were Mesdames Wm.
and
Richie
Fay.
dren,
Brenda
attended Ogden Memorial Mething of the local Rose and Garden Larkins, Cecil Smith, Gordon
Odist Church services here SunClub.
Glenn, Robert Parsley, Claude
day morning. Mesdames McEl- Rose And Garden Club
Mrs. Geiger was in Louisville Koltinsky, Frank Wilson, Wilroy and Boone are the former Holds Regular Meeting
for the flower show of the Beech- lard Moore, W. E. Willis, Mina
Alama and Annie Downing, of The Rose and Garden Club met mont Garden Club. The Louis- Tom Ryan, J. C.
Arnold, Alvin
Princeton. Their' mother, Mrs. Thursday ight, June 3, in the ville club sent the Princeton unit Lisanby, Hugh Skees; Misses
Annie Downing had been visit- basement f the George Coon four books on garden arrange- Mary Wilson
Baker, Melville
ing Mr. and Mrs. McElroy the Library.
ach member brought ment, which will be added to the Young and Gwen Booker.
last several days and accompan- a specim
rose or flower ar- library.
The hostess, assisted by Mrs.
ied the group here Sunday. Mrs. rangement for the monthly flowThe next meeting will be a Wm. Larkins, served a delicious
Boone and Miss Langley, also a er show, hieh Were judged by picnic at the home of Mrs. Shell plate lunch, after which the
former resident of Princeton, Mrs. Cha les Geiger, and rose Smith, Eddyville Road, July 1. meeting adjourned to meet in
had been visiting in the McEl- awards we e:
at 6 o'clock.
July with Mrs. Willis.
returned
home. They
roy
Blue Ri od, Mrs. John McLin
home Sunday afternoon. Dr. and —Peace; r. C. F. Engelhardt—
To Celebrate Golden
Ten B&PW M-nit-ers
Mrs. W. L. Cash entertained Pink Dawn; Mrs. C. F. EngelWedding Anniversary
the group, including Mrs. J. R. hardt—Mrs. Paul R. Bosley.
Attend Convention
Dr. and Mrs. F. M. Masters,
Burkholder and their grandTen members of the Princeton
Red Ribbons, Mrs. J. J. Roscelewill
street,
Main
W.
403
daughter, Miss Betty Lou Cash, enthal—Christopher Stone; Mrs.
Business and Professional Womanniwedding
50th
their
brate
at dinner Sunday at Kentucky Shell Smith—Rome Glory; Mrs.
en's Club left today (Thursday)
versary with open house for for Middlesboro, where they
Inn.
Eugene Williamson—Rex Anderilos
friends and relatives from 4
will attend the State Convenson__ Mrs. Eugene Williamson—
a o'clock Sunday afternoon. qr. tion of B&PW clubs, Friday,
Mrs. Pauline Gibson and son, Pinocchio.
Masters, former pastor of the Saturday and Sunday, June 11tBilly, Evansville, are visiting
Flower aprangement awards
Second Baptist Church here, is 13. They are Mesdames Florence
I Mrs. Kelly Bradshaw, Marion
GeiCharles
Mrs.
were made to
Road, this week,
engaged in writing a history of Blum, Dawson Springs, Arney T.
Kentucky Baptists.
Rawls and May Blades; Misses
Busch Cummins, Virginia Morgan, Mary Loftus, Mary Wilson
Eldred, Virginia McCaslin, Carwin Cash and Charlton Gresham.
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smart!
So daringly nude! So delightfully
w01 be
you
that
desirable
ISo voguishly
amazed at the way it hugs the foot.
"HAR
Billed as a high style number
it surprises everyone by being
genuinely comfortable.
1-[13"
- -4o niitey

The Leader
Congratulates

Mr. and Mrs. John Lacean
Watson, Route 1, on the birth of
a son, Gregory Layne, June 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wood
*
*
*
Mr. and Mrs. Will Linville, and little daughter, of Louisville,
Route 2, on the birth of a daugh- are spending this week with her
Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
ter, June 5. She has been named parents, Mc
-Goodwin street.
Stallins,
• • •
Virginia Louise.
*
*
*
Mr. and Mrs. Julian M. Schwab,
Mr. and Mrs. Claude William of Dawson Springs, have purBrasher, Route 2, on the birth of chased the home of Mrs. C. M.
Wood, Hopkinsville street, and
a son, James Milton, June 5.
expect to move here in July.
*
*
*
Mrs. Wood said Wednesday that
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rowland, her plans were ildefinite.
Hopkinsville street, on the birth
Mrs. William D. Hunt, Vicksof a son, Harold Wayne, June
6, at Jennie Stewart Hospital, burg, Miss., is the guest of relahere. Mrs. Hunt is the forHopkinsville. Mrs. Rowland is tives Nettie
Gresham.
mer
• • •
the former Dorothy Hatter.
Bennie Wayne Gladdish, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Owen MilIn Appreciation
stead, underwent an appendecWe wish to thank the many tomy at Jennie Stewart Hospital,
Williams
Pashie
Mrs.
of
friends
Hopkinsville, May 29. He is refor their numerous acts of kind- covering at the home of his
MeNary street,
ness to us following her recent grandparents, 100 return
to his
and expects to
death. Their sincere sympathy home in Celina, Tenn., soon.
has made her passing easier for
• • •
us. Especially do we thank the
Miss Hilda Pepper, Nashville,
E.
R.
Rev.
the home of her parat
is
the
Tenn.,
and
neighbors
A. PepHughes and those who contribut- ents, Mr. and Mrs. C.recovering
per, Franklin street,
ed the many beautiful floral of- from a tonsilectomy she underferings.
went at Jennie Stewart HospiW. G. and Carrie Johnson Hp tal, Hopkinsville, last week -end.

CASUALLY YOURS
... but so faithful in its Interpretation
Of young fashion for summer! Note
the teardrop pockets, cool boat
neckline, flaring circular skirt. Tha
printed rayon shantung design,
CAROLE KING'S alone. Junior sizes
9 to 15.
$14.95

Only One Day Each Year To Honor Our Fathers!
Make him happy by giving him a high quality, practical gift
from our store. Everything from Socks to Suits.

Cool Rayon
Sharkskin Sport Shirts in
tans, blues, greens.
This is not a mark-down item
but brand new stock of beautiful
patterns in tan, blue, green, fast
colors -- sanforized. Excellent
fitting qualities.

Only Federated offers this fine
shirt at

Another item to prove that we
are doing our best to hold prices."'
down.

ACTIVE MOOD
The freedom of all out-doors
captured for
A TYPICAL CAROLE KING GIRL
In this one-piece dreis with its wide5
wide skirt, Barrymore collar and
confident airl White sea breez•
sharkskin in $unlor sizes 9 to 15.

Men's Ties-Galore
A

$10.95

good stock on hand at all times.

White Broadcloth
Dress Shirts

Florals, stripes, solids, that's sure
100 x 160 thread count and highly mercerized
to please Dad on His Day.
means long wear —"ICeeps that new look throughout the life of the garment.

$2.98 & $3.98
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Malt Possibilities
In Kentucky Barley

$10 Land Made To
Grow Good Crops
Fifteen years' ago, W. B. Adcock, of Carlisle county, bought a
farm for the tax assessment of
$10 an acre. Situated as it was
In the roughest section of the
county, land erosion had been
encouraged by earlier plantings
of sweet potatoes and cotton.
Adcock improved t h e farm
through the use of lime and
phosphate, and by growing cover
crops and grasses. Then he raised
cattle to use the feed produced.
When a group of farmers and
County Agent J. R. Davie recently visited the farm on a pasture tour, they saw excellent
stands of brome grass, orchard
grass, sweet clover and alfalfa.
On land which previously failed
to yield 10 bushels of corn to
the acre, Adcock harvested 50
to 60 bushels, and about 25
bushels of wheat. He plows his
ground for corn only once every six or seven years, he told
the farmers.
A pleasant light luncheon
menu is one of pears on crisp
greens with cream or yellow
cheese and squares of gingerbread.
A five-pound dressed stewing
chicken will yield about three
pounds of chicken meat, including giblets. This will make three
to four cups of cubed meat for
a creamed dish or a salad.

20 Bushels MORE Corn
Per Ton Of Stalks!

Corn crop following lespedeza,
sweet clover, alfalfa, treated
with half ton powdered rock
phosphate produced 20 bushels
MORE corn per ton of stalks
than crop following untreated
legumes. Start this PROVED
soil-building program — put
Four Leaf NOW on legume
fields and on field you'll seed
to legumes.
Write to .

Thomson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 5, Illinois

A report of the Malt Research
Institute of Madison, Wis., brings
out possibilities in using Kentucky winter barley to make
malt. At the suggestion of the
Agricultural Experiment Station
at Lexington, a car of Kentucky
barley was tested by the Wisconsin institution and found to have
advantages over the spring barleys commonly used.
Dr. L. M. Josephson of the Experiment Station, who is working to improve Kentucky grains,
says freight rates between Kentucky and Wisconsin almost prohibit the use of Kentucky barley. He suggests a malt house in
Louisville or Cincinnati might
solve the difficulty. Malsters are
interested in using Kentucky
winter barley if they can obtain
it in large quantities.
SMOKE SWIRLS SKYWARD — Fanned by high winds, flames of the Northern Ontario Migsissagi area forest fire are shown as they raced to merge with another blaze in the area, near
Toronto, to cover 100,000 acres on a 67 miles front. The Mississagi blaze is the largest and
costliest ever recorded in Ontario. (AP Wirephoto)

Recipe Of Week

Pitcher Pistol Pete Pate

One part shredded red cabbage mixed with two parts green
cabbage makes a satisfying slaw
combination; add both French
dressing and mayonnaise for a
tangy and different touch.

8erved hot or cold, meat loaf
is an economical way to provide
the protein (if a dinner. A secfootball, basketball and baseball, ret of the following recipe, acBy Del Booth
I AP NEWSFEATURES
says Pate is almost as good a cording to Miss Florence Imlay,
St. George, S. C.—Pistol Pete football halfback and basketball food specialist of the College of
Agriculture and Home EconomPate's 184 strikeouts in 81 in- forward as he is a . diamond
ics, University of Kentucky, is
nings this season make him one pitcher.
to soak the bread in the milk
of the best professional baseThe youngster plans to finish before combining it with other
ball prospects on record, his school at St. George High, and ingredients.
Meat Loaf
coach believes.
possibly attend college. He rePate, who will be 18 in August fuses to say whether he wants a 1 pound ground beef
/
1
2 pound ground pork
but still has two years of high professional baseball career.
2 tab*spoons chopped onion
Neither of his older brothers
school left, is a calm, almost
cttP chopped celery
phlegmatic lefthander who has has ever played professional 11
/
2 teaspoons salt
baseball, nor has his widowed
Y4 teaspoon pepper
shot that third strike past batfather, W. A. Pate, who christers with annoying regularity. tened his youngest son Francis Y4 teaspoon mustard
/
2 cups soft bread crumbs
His best strikeout record is Marion, after the state's Revolu- 11
1 cup milk
25 in a nine-inning game. His tionary War hero general.
2 eggs
lowest is 13 in a five-inning
1-Y cup chili sauce or 1 cup togame halted by rain.
mato soup
In the 10 games he has pitch- Booklet Lists Ways
Mix the beef and pork well.
ed this year, he has given up but To Save Food, Money
Add onion, celery and season23 hits but only one earned run.
Ways to save both food and
Five feet 10 inches tall and money are suggested in a new ings. Soak bread in milk and add
weighing 160 pounds, Pate uses menu and recipe booklet, "Money eggs. Beat thoroughly, then coma speed ball most of the time. Saving Main Dishes", according bine with the meat mixture.
phenomenal, to Mrs. Pearl Beak, food special- Turn into a loaf pan and cover
control
is
His
Coach Felix Neal insists.
kit at the College of Agriculture with chili sauce to tomato soup.
1
2 cup boiling water around
His hitting is as good as his and Home Economics, University Pour /
meat loaf. Bake uncovered in a
pitching. He has a .470 average. of Kentucky.
In one game he rapped out a
Prepared by Washington home moderate oven, 350 degrees, for
single, three doubles and a trip- economists, the 48-page food 1 hour. Baste with the liquid in
the pan.
le, driving home six runs.
guide contains more than 150
Neal, a 1943 graduate of Mis- recipes, with suggestions for Menu: Meat loaf, new potatoes,
sissippi State where he played well-rounded menus. The recipes spinach, spring salad, rye bread,
are economical, yet healthful, for butter and chilled fruit cup.
they suggest uses of plentiful,
cheaper foods, high in food value. Rapid industrialization of InCopies of the booklet may be cha took place during World War
had from offices of county or II. More than a million tons of
home agents, or from the college, steel a year are now produced S.
there.
Lexington.

Fans 184 In 81 Innings

A complete wMclow screen available is half-size or fell-size
screens. A strong one-piece alumina= frame grooved for strength
sod appearance with precisionmetered corners. STILE-CRAFT
SCREENS require no painting, ite
fitting, never rest sor warp. Screen* retains original tension—never
rests nor stains! Screens cam be
left lop rear 'round and 1c-teeming
Ca0 be replaced easily in ‘toove
with smap-ie sof*. STILE-CRAFT
—"America's most modern window
sersees" . . coat ne more thee
ether screens, kme longer life and
••• *osier to care for.

St.

Phone 517-i

Danforth Awards For
Announcement is made of four
Danforth Foundation scholarships
awarded students in the College
of Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky,
by Dean Thomas P. Cooper. Miss
Jean Ewbank, Warsaw, and Kenneth Estel Flowers, Forgue, juniors in college, will spend two
weeks at the Foundation's farm
in Missouri and in behind-thescenes visits to various institutions and industries in St. Louis.
Then they will spend two weeks
at Camp Miniwanca in Michigan.
Two freshmen in college, Miss
Sue Dossett, of Geneva, and
Charles Rex Wright, Of Gracey,
will spend two weeks at the Vidtari
Michigan camp.

Citrus groves along the Palestine coast produce fruit six
months out of the year.

•56-ior foot

go'
... naturally, tirelessly, in roomy

Map into a pair of Fortune's flexible, airy
"flex -Woven" shoes — authentically styled for smartness.

ecerefort.

Come in and try a pair.
AS APVIterterr.

Collier's and PIC

NOIR

Vol

MEN

Flying ants may be termites-possibly in your home. A FRF.E
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information
on the extent of termite damage in your property. Don't delay, call today!
STEGER MINTIER CO. !bone 517-I
Reversenisne•
•Olsso Voter Termini, Corm.
I
As Astro:Mod hinhe P.

Here is the real explanation of Britain's current plot against Palestine,
the reasons for which have mystified the entire world. I cannot disclose
the identity of my informant—but here are the facts.
The world has not been able to understand Britain's secret motives
in disarming the Jews while arming the Trans Jordania Arabs?, the mn.
tives for permitting British officers to accompany the Trans-Jordanian
invaders while Britain was sabotaging the U. S. eleventh hour plan fora
trusteeship over the Holy places. Why, people ask, should His Majesty's
Government stoop to a final offensive against ita Jewish wards when
Britain was withdrawing from Palestine altogether?
Here are the answers:

These frontiers leave to the Palestinian Arabs northwest Galilee
along the Lebanon broder—which British plans do not require Abdullah
to possess. Yet to permit northwest Galilee to go to the state of Lebanon
would alarm unduly the Christian half of the Lebanese. Therefore, the
Jews can be permitted to acquire northwestern Galilee.
In exchange, Abdullah must obtain most of the Negeb, that wedgelike portion of Palestine that extends from the Mediterranean down to
the Red Sea. This would make Trans-Jordania the only country in the
Middle Fast except Egypt that fronts on both the Mediterranean and the
Red Seas. A railway line connecting a Mediterranean port, perhaps Gaza
or a place farther west, with Aqaba on the Red Sea, would parallel the
Suez Canal. Thereby Britain, forced out of Egypt, could both defend and
control the Suez Canal from the eastern side.
For this reason the Jews must be forced to yield the coveted portion
of the Negeb which the U. N. Commission bestowed upon them. -This
they would never do voluntarily. Therefore it must be captured by
Abdullah's British-armed and British-officered Arab Legion. At this
point the Jews could, the British believe, be compelled to gi e up tti,
Negeb in exchange for western Galilee.

If Abdullah can seize the Holy City, take over the Arab areas of central
Palestine, add the Negeb, link up a port on the Mediterranean with Aqaba
on the Red Sea, then his country will be one of the most important in
the entire area. Arab Trans-Jordania and not Jewish Israel will become
the radiating center of occidental influence in the Middle East.
Occitendal influence would mean British influence.
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Women now find 2-way
help for old problem
What to do for woman's oldest
problem, functional monthly pain?
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in CARDUI'S 2-way help.
You see, CARDirl may make things
lots easier for you in either of two
ways: (I) started 3 days before
"your time" and taken as directed
on the label, it should help relieve
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic,
It should improve yo Ur appetite,aid
digestion, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
come. CARD171 is scientifically prepared and scientifically tested. If
you suffer "at those certain times",
get CAAIMI today.

In the New York Post and The Home News

But this is not all of Britain's plans. Abdullah's present kingdom
with the exception of a narrow strip along the river Jordan a desert
waste. Its capital, Amman, is a Bedouin village. The British are planning to let him (Abdullah) take over a new and splendid capital.
namely, Jerusalem itself.
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YOURS is the
Accident THATDID*HAPPEN,
That Rear sign which we display is your assurance of
getting precision Bear Wheel Alinement and Dy.Namic
Balancing. It's thq same service that has won the
praise of every winner of the Memorial Day Classic
for yearo and years.
Once you've had your car Bear-Serviced, you, like
Wilbur Shaw, Joel Thorne, Jimmy Jackson and hundreds of other race drivers, will give credit to Bear
for making it safer to drive,easier to steer,and getting
thoueande of extra miles out of your tires.
So take our advice,"Luck in avoiding accidents, in
getting two to three times more mileage out
of tires, isn't• matter of wishing; it's a matter of doing as racing men and millions nicer
FREE/
owners do—get your steering checked up,ens
11l 16-peee Ilona eetLeAma
MANUAL. -How to Get
Bair Alinement Machine, and the whorls he!.
Thousands of Endre ma.
snood on•Bear Dy-Aiimie Balancing Machine"
Out of YO411. Tires." Write
Beat Mfg. Co., Dept. 100, Rock
Weed, maw* For Lucite POUR IAA/
CIZOVIIIII UT CHAIN. ellitice• 100 Ss

term ImottlYng costa.

55d M"°and Mrs ""
Marion. ,
Mrs. Viillis
to their herne
of se
a visit
par-eats gr.

itsBy EDGAR ANSEL MOWRER

Trans-Jordania can, however, serve Britain adequately only if it car
be enlarged in a certain way. The frontiers of partition drawn by the U.N
Commission do not satisfy Britain's ambitions for King Abdullah.

4 Kentucky Students

Use golden raisins in dishes
for a change. They are delicious
with apple and celery in a salad,
excellent in applesauce cake,
delectable in a sauce for tongue
or ham.

T111111 PUPPET KING ABDULLAH

Britain does not expect to stay out of Palestine, at least not out of all
Palestine. Britain expects to stay out of the State of Israel. But Britain
is very much in Trans-Jordania—and expects to remain there.

Steger Lumber Yard
Jefferson

Class of '48! Sounds good. You'll
have passed a main milepost
when you graduate. What next?
There's room for you in the
U. S. Army —and a way to get
ahead in it under the Technical
School Plan. You can choose the
specialist training you prefer
(from a list of nearly 100 excellent courses), and qualify for it
before you enlist.
Rix chance? You bet! Your
nearest U. S. Army and U. S. Air
Force Recruiting Station can give
you all the facts. Drop in today(

TO RULE MIDDLE EAST

?.(rs'.1.1ohn L
lojagtoni a
vacation with

This joint British-Arab dream can be brought about only subject to
three conditions:
1. There must be no trusteeship that will let American and French
forces back into the area. More important, there must be no international trusteeship over the Holy Places for otherwise Abdullah could
not make Jerusalem into his capital city.
2. Abdullah's armies must be strong enough
to wrest Jerusalem from
the Jewish Haganah. This they can hest accomplish
under British leadership. Therefore the British commander and
the British officers must
remain with the Arab Legion unless and until
the United Nations
[take this impossible.
Finally, Haganah must be defeated quickly
or it cannot be defeated
at all. Once ports of Israel are open to the
free influx of Jewish volunteers and Jewish war material, Haganah
will quickly become unbeatable. Therefore Abdullah must take what
he covets now—or never
To make sure that Abdullah would take
'
all the quick tricks. 116
troops were brought into Palestine in advance .
. . by the British. The
Palestinian Arabs who might help him were armed in advance . • •
by
the British. And the Jews who are now
opposing him were disarmed in
advance .. . by the British.
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Ky. Farm News
QuerMrs. John Luke
Le xington, are spendvacation with their parYoung
and Mrs. W. M.
Querter'John
Mrs.
Ind
Marion.
Mrs. Willis Butts have
to their home in Frank
visit of several days
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
d Mrs. Milton Young
Bob, Louisville, are
Young,
his father, L. 13.

et motives
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Plan for a
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ards wthen
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efore, the

at wedge.
down to
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n and the
aps Gaza
rallel the
efend and

gdom is,
a desert
are plancapital.

of central
'th Aqaba
rtant in

young.
Russell Melton, Mrs.
Brockmeyer, Jr., Mrs.
eeshaw and Mrs. Euclid
GUS attended a district
Legion
of the American
in Murray, Thursday.
Moore,
d Mrs. Kenneth
le, spent the week end
sister, Mrs. Charles
and Mr. QuerterMrs. Charles Young,
spent the week-end
ster, Mrs. Veldin YanYandell.
Arnold Canada left
Greystone Park,
-e he will visit Mr.

Roscoe Davie„ of Washington,
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Rogers and D. C., formerly of this county, is
son, "Squeakie" visited her sis- spending his vacation here with
ter in Dawson Springs, Sunday. relatives and friends.
One farmer reports some one
They were accompanied home by
their daughters, Nita and Lita drove in last week while he was
who had spent the week with away from home and stripped
his plant bed of tobacco plants.
their aunt.
was
Miss Rachel Turley submitted Fortunately the farmer
to a major operation at the through setting his crop.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ashby and
Princeton hospital Saturday. Her
condition is reported to besatis- Mrs. Raymond Phelps, of Fredonia and Crider, attended the
factory.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cart- funeral and interment of Uncle
wright and Miss Patsy Wiggin- Joe Scott at Lebanon Church
ton, Evansville, spent the week- last week.
end with Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Orton, of
Hopkinsville, were guests of Mr.
Wigginton, of Crider.
Mrs. James Greenfield and son, and Mrs. Denzil Orton last
Jim, and Mrs. Cora Eison, weekend.
Misses Lois and Pearline CotPrinceton, spent the week end
with Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss ton were visiting Miss Mary Lou
White last Sunday.
Dora Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Garland RobMrs. W. M. Young and guest
Miss Josephine Buckanani, of nson and daughters Misses Daisy
Canton, Miss., attended com- and Jeannie and Mr. Billie Hale,
mencement exercises at Nazareth of Cerulean Springs, were guests
College, near Bardstown, last of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Cook
Sunday of last week.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Orton and
Mrs. J. E. .Hillyard suffered a
painful injury last week when son, Donnie, were angling in
she fell and sprained her wrist. Cumberland river waters last
Rev. Ray Wigginton and Mr. Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Henson
and Mrs. Arlie Vinson were in
and children, of Nashville, were
Memphis last week.
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Amon Orange and family last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Miller and
son Elvis, of Fort Knox, were
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lucian
Robinson last weekend. They
were accompanied home by Mrs.
Robinson for a short visit.
Mrs. Allie Hale visited relatives in Hopkinsville last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Mitchell
and Mrs. Lou Thomas, of Evansville, Ind., were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell

A complete farm water system has been installed by Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Shields of Bath
county.
of Russell
Bascom Coffey
county set out 400 fruit trees
this spring in his long-time orchard program.
Forty-nine 4-H club members
of the Fern Creek Club in Jefferson county completed their clothing projects and modeled in a
style revue.
The Nicholas County Fish and
Game Club aided in stocking 45
farm ponds with bass and brim
and In raising quail.
Strawberries from about 400
acre!) in Logan county were sold
to the Adairville plant of Kentucky-Tennessee Frozen Foods,
Incorporated.
Homemakers in Floyd county
are making slipcovers for the
shoulder pads in their new cotton dresses, thus making them
easier to wash.
Several farmers in Knox county, who have been growing soybeans for hay, are growing alfalfa this year.

Butte, Mont. — AP — A supereager beaver was balked in an
effort to build himself a dam in
suburban Meaderville but won
his fight to remain free. The animal's engineering work on Silver
Bow Creek didn't fit in at all
with city planning, so Jack Ritter and Louis Bugni hauled the
beaver off the job with a garden
rake and dumped him iii a sack.
For a time they entertained ideas
Approximately 1,000 acres of
Ky. 31 fescue were seeded in
Ballard county this spring.

rIcida

It's fun to decorate with the new
Super GLOSFAST . . . the smooth
flowing ... easy brushing ... radiant
high gloss enamel.
One coat is all you need to do the
trick over previously painted surfaces... and it dries fast. Many gorgeous colors to :hoose from ... and
the finish is hard,tough and'durable.

Choose Dad's Gift
from Sears Wide Selection

Dawson Road

I,ecoMe

Try leader Classified Ads

They get results!

When the romantic rustle of
taffeta is combined with the
Mary Barron ;;Biastrait"
design, the result is a comfortable, fitting slip, that will not
ride up, tug at the straps nor twist
around the hips. With this perfect
behavior is action or repose is
the special feature of the ruffled
snip-off hem which is easily adjusted to the proper length
for you.

.CHOICE OP
COLORS

Hand Lanterns
Flash Lights
Pocket Knives
Fishing Tackle
Tackle Boxes
Camp Stools
Lunch Kits
Thermos Bottles
Roller Skates
Boys' Wagons
22 Rifles

(Incorporated)
Tenth and Virginia St.
HopkinfortIle, Kentucky

Phone 332

eoleptia Veautry

INTERIOR and EXTERIOR SURFACES
FURNITURE • WOODWORK
CUPBOARDS • LAWN FURNITURE

'4 H Club News

BLACK
NAVY
BROWN
RED
KELLY
VERITY
FROST PINK
wurrE

Dam Hard To Stop

SEE ENGLISH DERBY — Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip
arrive at Epsom Downs, England, to witness the 169th running
of the English Derby. Buckingham Palace announced last night
(June 4) the Princess would accept no public engagements after
this month—the royal way of saying that a baby is on the way.
(AP Wirephoto via radio from London)

Hopper, Saturday.
last Sunday.
Mr. Bob Dongham, of Camp
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Glass
were visiting in this vicinity Campbell, visited Miss Noble
Sunday.
Beshears 'Saturday.
We regret to learn our teachMr. and Mrs. Oather Capps
er, Miss Thelma Brandon, is a
visited Mr. J. 0. Beshears one
patient at Jennie Stewart Hosnight last week.
pital, Hopkinsville.
Miss Lola Neve was in town
Mrs. Luther Hayes has been
visiting 1Ter daughter, Mrs. Paul Saturday.
Lynch, and Mr. Lynch, at DawMr. J. W. Robinson accepted a
son Springs.
position in Louisville with the
R. N. Taylor, John Reece and
Ligon truck line.
Garnett Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Akridge
all
Joe
Herb
and
Cummins,
Woolf
are the proud owners of a new
of Princeton, attended funeral
Frazier.
services for Uncle Joe Scott at Mrs. Jean Dorroh and daughLebanon Cemetery last Tuesday Quinn Picnic
ter, of Crayne, and Mrs. John W.
afternoon.
The Quinn 4-H Club entertainPierce and daughter, of WinMrs. Erma Pool Taylor, of ed parents and visitors with a
ston-Salem, N. C. were recent
has
visiting
Mich.,
been
Detroit,
wiener roast at the Quinn
visitors of Mrs. Ruble Akridge.
HOBBY GIFTS
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter School last Friday night. The
Miss Helen Wigginton left
Majors.
BADMINTON • BOATING • GOLF
picnic was held in place of the
Sunday for her home in Detroit,
Mrs. Pyron Dunbar, of Madi- regular June meeting.
HUNTING • TENNIS • FISHING
after spending several days here
this
in
sonville,
was
community
PHOTOGRAPHY
WOODWORKING •
After eating the group played
with her grandparents, Mr. and
last Tuesday.
games and sang songs which
Mrs. S. G. Wigginton of Crider.
CLOTHING GIFTS
were led by Mrs. R. A. Mabry.
Mrs. Dewey Cartwright, EvSOCKS • TIES • SHIRTS • SLIPPERS
Pictures were taken of the club
Miss Helen Wigginand
ansville,
SWEATERS • PAJAMAS
and group.
ton, Detroit, were luncheon
Present were Mr. and Mrs. R.
ALWAYS WELCOME
guests of Mrs. J. E. Hillyard, Mr. J. H. Franklin has been
critically ill the last week and Al Mabry and sons Randy and
Monday of last week.
LUGGAGE • BILLFOLDS • JEWELRY
Rodney, Mr. and Mrs. Lenoth
Mrs. W. M. Young and Miss shows no improvement.
GLOVES • BELTS • TOILETRIES
Mrs. Nora Blalock was in Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Josephine Buckanani visited
SMOKING ACCESSORIES
Crenshaw, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Mrs. Paul Adams in Marion, town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wyatt and Massey, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Saturday aftegrnoon.
Cadet Billy Sam Young, stu- children were the supper guests Lowery, Mr. and Mrs. Bietus
dent at Columbia Military Aca- of Mr. and Mrs. Archie Stallins Dunbar, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Taybe, Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Lowery.
demy, Columbia, Tenn., is spend- Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Chambliss Mr. and Mrs. Rayburn Seymore
ing the summer Acation with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. M. spend the weekend in Evansville, and son Jimmie, and Mr. Adra
Hill.
Ind.
Young.
Misses Wilma Vandiver, Sylvia
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
Lowery, Shirley and Anna Hill,
visited his father Sunday.
Mrs. Ada Lamb has returned Ella Mae and Dorothy Massey.
to work at the Princeton Hosiery Mary, Bonnie and Marleane
Lowry, Eleanor and Ardeana
Mill.
SOCIAt ERR
BECOMES A
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Trevette Crenshaw.
541,
v( HEN A
Roy and Harley Lowery, Garhave moved to Evansville.
Mrs. Joe Walker and daughter net Neighbors, Leo and Eddie
TO
ITCH
SW
visited her daughter, Mrs. Rus- Hill, Junior Dunbar, Hewlett
Castleberry, Robe rt Seymore,
sell McDaniels.
Mr. and Mrs. Lehman Hopper Junior Massey, Harold Hopkins,
visited his father, Mr. Frank David and Edward Crenshaw.

Celanese* Clairanese*
Rayon Taffeta, in 8
beautiful colors. For
correct fit, give your brassiere size. Sizes 32 to
3.75
44
•iut. 51.5. Pa.U.

of snaking him a pc1 but he
fought that idea tooth and claw,
Barcelona - Al' — Gabino so they freed him in nearby hills.
Stuyck, director of Spain's Royal
Tapestry Factory, is, the sixth
generation of his family to hold
his post. Jacob° Vatder,Goten,
Flemish artist, was the first director when Phillip, the fifth,
founded the factory in 1720. A
grand nephew, Livinio Stuyck,
succeeded him, and ever since
there has been a Stuyck as direr
tor of the 'Madrid factory whem,.
the ancient art is kept alive.
._
Family Tapestry

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
W. Ct. Sq.

Phone 762
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of the Eddyville Road Hume
makers.
Present were Mrs. Homer
Mitchell, Mrs. Herbert Williams,
Mrs. W. H. Pool, Mrs. Pat Tyne, Mrs. T. A. Ladd, Mrs. Hugh
Murphy, Mrs. H. C. Adams, Mrs.
Shellie White, Mrs. Clyde Wood,
Mrs. Denny Cash, Mrs. Charles
Rowland, Mrs. Cook Oliver, Mrs
Lowell Cook and Mrs. Fred
Creasey.

'Homemakers News

Woodpeckers
Menace Power
Oslo — Al' — The municipal

Schedule
Jun" 12, 2 pin., Eddyville
Road, Mrs. J. M. Tickenor, hostess.
June 15, 9:15 a.m., WHOP, Ot
ter Pond club.
June 15, 2 p.m., Otter Pond,
Mrs. Hylan Mitchell, hostess.
June 15, 2 p.m., Crider, Mrs.
Charles Wilson, hostess.
June 17, 2 p.m., Friendship,
Mrs. Willie Wyatt, hostess.
June 18, 2 p.m., Bethany, M ,
Elmer Jenkins, hostess.

authorities in the small community of Valsoyfjord, southewestern
Norway, have declared war upon
woodpeckers. The birds have
concentrated their efforts in an
attempt to break down the electricity supply of the small community. The wooden posts, supporting the transmission wires,
have been damaged, and are now
to be replaced by new ones. The
authorities are paying $1 for every woodpecker killed.
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Eddy Creek

Planning your work to save
tie was the main thought givThe following radio programs
Mrs. S. J. Satterfield,
ii
from the University of Kentuchome management leader, at the
ky College of Agriculture and
home of Mrs. Frank Burchett
Home Economics will be heard
May 27.
daily over WHAS at 12:45 p.m.:
Devotional and thought for the
June 14, C. E. Harris, "Cull the
day were given by members. The
Laying Flock"; June 15, E. J.
minor lesson was on serving GETS ARMY POST — Tracy
Kinney, "Topping and Suckering
the meal.
S. Voorhees, New York attorMethods for Burley Tobacco";
Mrs. Wylie Brown reported ney was nominated (June 5)
"Farm
June 16, Robert H. Ford,
that Eddy Creek club had reachPresident Truman to be
Newscasts"; June 17, R. C. Miled one unorganized neighbor- by
assistant secretary of the army.
with
met
club
ler, "The Program of the Anthat
when
hood
Truman beams on the crowd and waves his hat
of Kentucky MARCHES WITH BUDDIES — President
Meeting
nual
Mrs. F. U. Lacy and gave infor- Voorhees, shown at the PentaSheepmen," and June 18, Robert as he marches triumphantly through Omaha, Neb., streets (June 5), with his old buddies from mation on hooking wool rugs.
gon was an army officer in
H. Ford, "Questions from Farm Battery D, 129th Field Artillery. Frank Spina of Kansas City, the president's favorite barber,
Refreshments were served to the last war. (Al' Wirephoto)
12:15
at
19,
June
On
People."
six members and three visitors.
walks beside the chief executive holding aloft the Battery D standard. (AP Wirephoto)
p.m., Miss Orinne Johnson will
The next meeting will be with Connell, Mrs. Denver Campbell,
discuss "Home Economics CaMrs. Howard Crider, Mrs. Oscar
Mrs. F. A. Lewis, June 23.
club boys in Frank4-H
Seven
reers for Girls."
Beckner, Mrs. Earl Beckner, Mrs.
Creswell
5,750
out
staked
have
county
lin
Willie Sigler, Mrs. Ben Yandall,
Six Farmersville Homemakers
Philis
About 40 acres in Burnt( feet of contour lines on 44.5 acres.
community Mary Grace Beckner, and
Cresswell
the
in
met
county were set in strawberries
Crider. Attending from FarmersHomemakers clubs in Owen
YanBen
Mrs.
of
home
at ihe
in April.
ville Club: Mrs. L. B. McChesney,
county are promoting a cleandell for the purpose of giving
Thirty-five farmers in Rowan
Mrs. R. T. Thompson, Mrs. Pat
workgroup
each
unorganized
up campaign,
information to an
county have enrolled in the Corn
Tyrie, Mrs. Virgil Watson, Mrs.
(AP NEWSFEATURES)
to allow union publications to
community.
own
group.
its
in
ing
Derby.
J. D. Asher, and Miss Fannie
UNIVERSAL MILITARY
support political candidates, ease
Mrs. R. T. Thomson demonCalvert.
AND DRAFT
iiiiii meniornitoinmommommomillimitimumeiniinai TRAINING
restrictions on union shops, and strated Ironing the Easier Way".
Dewey — Has favored UMT require union officials to sign She showed that a lap table, and Training School
Fourteen landscaping leaders
and a limited selective service.
non-Communist affidavits only if other equipment which could be
eas- attended the training school
Stassen — Proposes "a man- they are accused of Commun- made at home, made .,ironing
taught by Miss Wilma Vandiver,
ier.
power program in which young ism.
Mrs. J. D. Asher, Miss Fannie home agent in the courthouse
Taft — Says "the country and
men would register with conCalvert, and Mrs. R. T. Thomson June 4.
gress deciding how many should labor union members themselves
The subject of the lesson was
are finding that the law is work- displayed rugs which had been
be called each year."
made as a result of the lessons Farm Entrances and Care of
Taft — Opposes UMT but says ing because it is based on jusstudied in homemakers' work. Shrubs. A demonstration on
temporary selective service may tice and equality while protectMiss Wilma Vandiver, home grouping of trees and shrubs to
ing
basic
which
every
right
labe necessary.
agent, expl#ined how any group frame the house was given.
leaders
fought
bor
have
for."
Warren — For UMT "because
organThis will be the major lesson
Warren — Says "the law who was interested could
it is a democratic process which
given in all homemakers clubs
ize a club.
calls upon rich and poor alike to should be continually re-exam- Present were: Mrs. Elmer Mc- during June.
no hesitation in
serve equally in country's de_ ined with
The group visited the rose garamending it to correct deficien- down prices by stepping up pro/036
fense."
den of Mrs. John McLin, member
cies
demonstrated
by
experigovernment
Vandenberg — Has taken no
duction and cutting
AUTOMATIC
spending." Opposed price conposition on this question. (His ence."
INVISIBLE
Vandenberg
—
on
No comment
trols, saying "competition is betoffice says he's been too busy
CURVE 6Ripputs
guiding Republican participation it . . . voted for passage of law, ter regulator than government
in a bi-pa:tisan foreign policy to also voted to over-rirle Tru- bureaus."
stop
5anigerous skids
PALESTINE VARTITION
become involved in domestic is- man veto.
Martin — Was a leading supeth
taa
rt!
t eh:Other
Dewey — Favors it.
sues.)
1 rtyo
2
t°
Stire
porter of bill in house.
k yes you
Stassen — For partition. Has Wears Size 12 Again
Martin — Has opposed UMT p
thi s patentd
Once 18016c, Dorothy J. Miller.
e
INFLATION
United Nations police 2003 W. 70th St.. Chicago. lost
follow Republican parwill
urged
but
rifeeatutrhee
!r
Dewey — Has favored tax re- force, with American troops par- 5 lb.. weekly for 13 weeks. aith
ty line on limited draft.
the remarkable NEW AYDS
Candy Reducing Plan and she now
duction, less government spend- ticipating.
FOREIGN POLICY
weary size 12 again. A YDS Is
lert0e. ansasb3 dfroovery.
Taft — Favors it.
Dewey — Has urged a "United ing, and public debt reduction as
PROOF POSIT El Eminent
on
check
inflation.
posino
taken
Has
Warret —
States of Europe as a strong
physicianssupervi
diaical testa
and report quick and safe losers
—
Stassen
Has
advocated
limtion on Palestine but has ex- of 14 to 15 pound.. with over 100
third power devoted to the cause
i
ting
users.
WHY
a
consumer
credit,
LXPF.RIMENT
check
pressed hope that United Na- No exercise. No laxative*. No drugs. Eat
of peace." For firm policy toon extreme speculation, and leg- tions would bring about a just plenty.
NO DIETING'
. . new, sure-footed tire designed
ward Russia,
Other Sizes
You simply take AYDS before meals which
to help save your life on slippery
Similarly Reduced
Stassen — Would abolish veto islation "to ban excessive in- decision.
automatically curbs the appetite. The result is
curves where thousands die every
you eat lam sad Mee weight. Only $2.89 for •
Vandenberg — Has taken no fun
power in United Nations. Favors ventories that result in unbridled
EASY TERMS
35-dayssupply--possibly more thin you will
year See this amazing tire!
Your money refunded an the very nest box
U. S. military alliance with hoarding and -profiteering." Op- position but said President Tru- LIneed.
you tail to lore weight Come, phone or write.
poses
price
and
rationing
conman's recognition of Jewish state
countries of western Europe.
Wood Drug Co.
was a "logical move."
Taft — Has urged United Na- trols.
—
Taft
Favored
tax reduction
Martin — Has favored partitions charter be rewritten with
DAVIS WEARWELL TIRES ONLY— $ 1195
Plus Tel
legal teeth in it. Wants United and cut in non-defense spending. tion.
6.000•
Guaranteed Quality at Lowest Cost'
Nations to lay down rules of in- Against government price and COMMUNIST PARTY IN U. S.
Dewey — Opposes outlawing
ternational conduct to be ad- rationing controls.
Warren — Says "if voluntary party because it would drive
ministered by impartial tribunmeasures prove ineffectual to Reds underground.
al. with or without Russia.
Stassen — Favors outlawing
Warren — Says United Na- ctjeck inflation, we must resort
tions "should be put to test' of to legal measure — export and Communist party.
credit controls, or price, wage, Taft — Opposes outlawing
dealing with aggression."
party.
Vandenberg — Leader of Re- and use controls."
Vandenberg — Has taken no
Vandenberg — Has taken no
publican participation in bi-partisan foreign policy . . . pushed Position on inflation but voted position but has said "we shall
not surrender to Communist conbill to finance European Recov- for tax reduction.
Martin — Outspoken advocate spiracies in the United States."
ery Program through Senate ...
Martin — Has taken no posifavors "strong stand for peace of Republican tax-cutting messand ure. Has said 'We can bring tion.
includes justice
which
honor."
ra
Martin — Has said "America
must help Europe and the Orient
but not as a world WPA unlimSouth's
ited."
ACT
LABOR
TAFT-HARTLEY
Dewey — It's a good law. But
I'm sure it has some faults. My
party will be more ready to reOwned
By
Home Operated
pair those defects than the Democrats have been with their labor
legislation.
JOE P. WILCOX
Stassen — Would amend law
ealtuNNIMINNI

College Radio Schedule
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How G. 0. P. Prospects
Stand On Major Issues

EATS New Kind
of CANDY

BELTS • SUSPENDERS

JEWELRY • WALLETS

b
l

Loses 65 Lbs.t

lir

We Now Havel

'i

'Wizard

FansHome

Most Beautiful Tent Theatre

Commencing

Monday, June 14

Frigidaire -- Electrical Appliances

BEAUTIFUL ALL PORCELAIN

TABLE TOP HOT WATER HEATER
Completely automatic. Plenty of hot water all the time with one
of these gleaming white table top models in your kitchen or bathroom. Keep the heat out of your kitchen this summer with one of
these fully insulated hot water heaters.

•ACE ......Bicycles
Kitchen Stools

• Cosco

• Yale -- Hardware
• BF. Avery

Farm Machinery

New Plays, New Vaudeville, New Music, New Tent, in Fact its
ALL NEW but the Name

ADMISSION ONLY
ADULTS 50c

25c FOR CHILDREN
RESERVED SEATS 25c

(All Tax Included)

Also In Stock Now, Upright Styles
In 30, 42, 52, and 82 Gallon Sixes

Concert each night after main show - - 10c and 25c
Leading Manufacturers and

Cayce-Yost
in Hopkinsville it's
(Incorporated)

West Seventh Street at Cleveland
1Hopkinsville

Mahala the Master Magician, in his latest sensation, Sawing
a woman in two with a Buzz Saw

I Iitcorpora tcd

Doors Open at 7, Orchestra 7:45, Curtain 8

,June 10, 1948
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Left Handed Time Saver

That

Alton L. Blakeslee
SCILNCE REPORTER./
nsing, Mich. — Dr. Irma
of Michigan State Colsea housewives to
their lazy left hands.
usehold jobs, a good left
cut down on the time
for each job, she exAnd the savings in time
s of that tired, flustered
of always being rushed.
ross is in charge of the
anagement research prof the college's Agriculperiment Station. She is
d in how housewives
e steps, motions, and enrunning their homes.
ts in industry work out
0 simplify jobs, to get
ne with less effort. The
ad of, research is being

applied to benefit housewives.
Generally, Dr. Gross salt-considerable time can be saved .by
putting the left hand to work.
Women should dust or polish
with a cloth in each hand, and
wash windows the same way.
Both hands should be used in
removing or replacing dishes and
glasses from cupboards, or in
placing silverware and dishes at
the table. When drying dishes,
the left hand should use the
towel as well as the right. In
molding cookies, the dough can
be spooned up with the right
hand, rolled into balls and placed on the baking 'sheet with the
left hand.
On cleaning spinach, the time
saving was 20 percent. On washing the woodwork, the saving
was 10 percent. On the spinach

1949 FORD DUE SOON

Negro Is Candidate
For Congress Seat

ter In muffin pans and bake as
usual.

Alfred M. Carroll, 35, attorney,
has become the first Negro to
run for U. S. Senator or Representative from Kentucky,- He is
a candidate for Third District
Congressman under auspices of
the Wallace Committee for
Louisville and Jefferson County.
He is native of Louisville and a
Kentuckian.
fourth-generation

Seven homemakers clubs In
Trigg cerunty sent 12 relief boxes to England weighing 267
pounds. Included were 60 pounds
of soap, most of it homemade.

"A recent death of a child in
Louisville reported to have been
due to the bite of a rabid dog
has alarmed many citizens who
want to protect themselves and
their children from this disease,"
has four children.
Dr. W. L. Cash, director of the He
this
said
County Health Office,
Vary cheese fondue, an econwen.
omical basic dish, by adding a
Rabies is an increasing prob- small amount of canned or cookis
lem in Kentucky. Last year tests ed chopped shrimp before it
Serve with a hot tomato
baked.
Health
State
the
by
made
were
The revolutionary new Ford four-clout sedan for 1949 is lower, wider, roomier and ptovides
with basil.
Department Laboratory on 312 sauce flavored
nearly 25 per cent more visibility.
Use meringue with which to
of
suspected
PRINCETON
of
animals
heads
frost cupcakes. Just beat an egg
being rabid. Of these, 172 heads white with one-eighth teaspoon
CO.
LUMBER
Alphabet Soup
were found to be from animals salt until stiff but not dry, and
S. Seminary St.
add one-quarter cup brown sugar
having rabies„
Phone 280
beatContinue
gradually.
very
as
of
rabies
Most people think
mixture is stiff and
until
ing
being a disease of dogs only,
(AP NEWSFEATURES)
ARA — Agricultural Research Organization.
glossy. Spread on cup cake batIMF — International Monetary Dr. Cash said. "This is not true.
Washington — When the New Administration.
DAE — Bureau of Agricultural Fund.
These 172 heads were from var
Deal took over the federal govEconomics.
Bird Con- ious kinds of animals; 120 were
einment in 1933, designation of
Migratory
—
,MBCC
BLS — Bureau of Labor Stagovernment agencies by initials
dog heads, 16 heads of sows, 25
servation Commission.
tistics.
spread rapidly. Alphabetical tenNAC'A — National Advisory foxes, 1 sheep, 1 swine, 8 cats
CAA — Civil Aeronautics Addencies prompted much ribbing.
and 1 mule."
ministration.
Committee for Aeronautics.
Here are some that still func"The homeless, stray dog is
— Civil Aeronautics
CAB
AgHousing
National
—
NHA
tion:
always a source of danger as it
Board.
ComAEC —
ency.
roams to find food and is more
COC — Commodity Credit
mission.
NLRB — National Labor Rela- liable to be bitten by a rabid
Corporation.
AMG — American Military
animal. As the period of incuCSC — Civil Service Commis- tions Board.
Government.
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
NME — National Military Es- bation varies from three weeks
sion.
seen
is
it
readily
four
months,
to
charge
RCA — Economic Cooperation tablishment.
bath process, some time-saver
Research that rabies will always be a
up your dead stock promptly, free of
Administration (Formerly ERP). NRC — National
recommendations are:
problem in Kentucky unless this
disinfected
Use lukewarm water, not cold; EIB — Export-Import Bank. Council.
and on sanitary trucks which are
NSC — National Security type of animal is eliminated.
FAO Food and Agriculture
arrange the work set-up to cut
"During 1947 the State Health
Council.
Call
the spinach as it's taken from Organization (UN).
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs.
NSRB — National Security Re- Department sent out treatments
FBI — Federal Bureau of Inthe bag, and have the waste bowl
for rabies for 1,055 persons in
sources Board.
next in line; wash in a double vestigation.
Office of Defense the State who had been bitten by
—
ODT
AssociaCredit
Farm
FCA
that
can
sink or two -containers
rabid dogs or who were suspiTransportation.
be alternately filled with water, tion.
Emergency
for
that the bites they had reOffice
cious
—
OEM
CommunicaFederal
FCC —
to avoid waiting; and use both
were from animals that
ceived
Management.
hands to lift the spinach and tion Commission.
OHE — Office of Housing Ex- were rabid, even though it had
FCIC — Federal Crop Insurfloating bits from the water.
been impossible to obtain the
pediter.
For washing woodwork: Put ance Corporation.
PAU — Pan American Union. heads and send them for examinFC1VES — Federal Concilliation
the pail on something at a conPBA — Public Building Ad- ation. The results of these treatvenient height, instead of on the and Mediation Service.
ments were dramatic—not a sinministration.
AdDrug
and
Food
—
FDA
floor; use a cleaning agent, that
and Mar- gle death occurred from rabies
Production
—
PMA
doesn't require rinsing, like tri- ministration.
in the State in 1947."
FDIC — Federal Deposit In- keting Administration.
sodium phosphate, instead of
By protecting your dog you
RDB — Research and Developsoap; use long strokes, not short surance Corporation.
JRDB). protect yourself from this dread
FFC — Foreign Funds Control. ment Board (Formerly
ones in washing and keep the
REA — Rural Electrification disease" is part of the advice conPower Take-Off Driven
FHA — Federal Housing Addrying cloth handy in an apron
tained in a health pamplet reAdministration.
ministration.
pocket.
RFC — Reconstruction Finance cently issued by the State DeThe time savings weren't big, FHLBA — Federal Home Loan
Corporation.
partment of Health, which ofon.
Administrati
Bank
but if all jobs are properly orRRB — Railroad Retirement fers advice about prevention of
FPC — Federal Power Comganized, the minutes and secBoard.
onds mount up to an hour or mission.
rabies, or hydrophobia, as it is
SEC — Securities and ExFNMA — Federal National
more in an eight-hour day.
often called. A copy of this pampCommission.
change
Mortgage Association.
citizen
FPHA — Federal Public Hous- SCS Soil Conservation Serv- let will be sent to áy
ice.
of this State requesting it.
ing Authority.
SSA — Social Security AdSecurity
FSA — Federal
tration.
ministration.
Agency.
WDC
AuValley
Tennessee
—
TVA
ComTrade
FTC — Federal
YOU LL HAVE MORI CASH
ation.
thority.
mission.
UNESCO — United Nations
EACH MONTH IF YOU
FWA — Federal Works AgenEducational, Scientific and Culcy.
DEPEND ON US
GAO — General Accounting Of- tural Organization.
FIELD DEMONSTRATION COMING
UN — United Nations.
LIKE OTHERS DO
fice.
Ask es oboes field clornonstrof.on of flot
Refofoorkoblo mowfu. YøvIl cortoisly wont
UNRRA — United Nations
GPO — Government Printing
MN t froft.
to
lief and Rehabilitation AdminOffice.
working
'A" speedy. dependable. easy
istration.
Home
and
HTIFA — Housing
Emquickly hitched to
States
be
can
United
which
—
mower
USES
Finance Agency.
any make or model of tractor equipped
HOLC — Home Owners' Loan ployment Service.
USOC — United States Comwith standard power take-off and standYes skr . paying flys Corporation.
or ton dollars a moneh
IBRD — International Bank mercial Company.
ard drawbar. Absolutely universal: no
on each of a number for
USTC — United States Tariff
Reconstruction and Devel, complicated change-over or adjustments.
of bills takes far wore
Commission.
opment.
The many notable features in this mower
cash than the swab
VA — Veterans AdministraICC — Interstate Commerce
wenn* payment* ON
include a power lift that raises cutter bar
tion
a friendly loan se pay Commission.
over obstructions: uniquse safety release:
1
Own in MI.
AdminisAssets
War
—
WAA
Labor
ILO — International
equalizing
Woof

It Shows It Can Stick To Uncle Sam's Ribs

NEW IDEA
TRACTOR M

13ilk Data.%

Just one good example of
Dais Dodsoo's way with cottom-Rainbow"... a two-piecer
in Dan River plaid gingham
that never says wilt, always
looks more than it coats! Choose
pink with green; coral with
mulberry; blue with orange.

9 to 15.

$14.95
Excluriv• ori

Phone and toll US
fotfoOlt yew mood .
then come is and get
your money.

special

power shaft: simplicity

Retonga Proved To Be
antemtafe Just What He Needed

FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY

(East aids of Square)
106 Court Square, ..PrInceton
Ph.. 470

•
III, I \
\ \ \
\

Felt Miserable Two or
Three Hours after Meals,
Especially from Distress
Due to Sour Stomach. Now
Eats Heartily, Sleeps
Good, Feels Splendid.
"Retonga proved to be just
what I needed," happily states
Mr. George B. Thomason, respected citizen and home owner
of 120 Hosic Ave., Dawson
Springs, Ky. A member of the
Baptist Church where he was
superintendent of Sunday school
for three years, and a veteran of
World War I, Mr. Thomason
gratefully continues:
"I felt miserable for two or
three hours after every meal
and especially from gas pains
in my stomach. My appetite was

Every Saturday Beginning
Rain or Shine

The Only Tires Made that
Are Safety-Proved on the
Speedway for Your Protection on the Highway1

t 1030

$2.00 If They Don't San
W0.00 If They Do Sell
- •
Anybody can Sell
- Anybody Can
MAIN ST. CAR EXCHANGE
AND AUCTION CO.
HopkinevIlle, Kentucky

BUY

so very poor I made myself eat
to keep up my strength. I had to
use strong laxatives continupusly
and I rarely ever slept a night
through. The least noise would
wake me and it would be hours
before I could get back to sleep,
so when I got up I felt tired
out to start the day.
"The relief Retonga brought
me was so prompt that by the
time I had finished the first bottle I had regained my appetite
and soon I began to get 8 to 10
hours of undisturbed sleep each
night. I can now eat a hearty
meal with joy and no fear of
sour stomach. I no longer resort
to strong laxatives to relieve my
sluggish bowels. Retonga proved
to be just what I needed for I
feel better than in years."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow
of digestive juices in the stomach, loss of appetite, borderline
Vitamin B-1 deficiency, and constipation. If the first bottle fails
to give you gratifying relief,
your money will be refunded.
You can get Retonga at Dawson's Drug Store.

of design: quick. isasy•
adjustments. You never
saw a better mower.

Fredonia,

natural color tuna

DELUXE TABLE RADIO
Think of it! A compact table radio that brings
standard broadcasts in natural color tone.
Plays on AC or DC with all the power you
want. Rich rosewood plastic cabinet—truly s
de luxe set. Payments as low as
in

New in design! New in materials! New in permore
formance! Up to 55% stronger! Up to 60%
Buy
mileage!
longer
32%
to
Up
angles!
non-skid
the best—buy Firestone De Luxe Champions!

Ky.

You get the tame fine tone, Accurate tuning
and ample power in this handsome ivory plastic
cabinet. It's smartly modern, with decorative.
woven metal grille and contrasting
tontrol knobs. AC or DC. .. , $34.95

nfl
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a e Twelve

Kercheval Attends
Firemen's School

Kentucky Lake In
1st Place As TVA
Tourist Mecca

Hugh Hunsaker Asks city
Council To Establish
New Street
Fut. Chic( ( E. Kercheval is

Dam Had 111,117 Visitors In May; 10,000 Fishing; Early Construction
Of Bridge Sought

attending a firemen's school at
the University of Kentucky this
week and assistant Chief Gor
don Glenn is in charge of the
the
during
department
fire
the
chief's absence. During
month, two of the Princeton
firemen attended a fire school
at Morganfield. The fire department responded to two alarms
during May and reported an expense account of $140 for fire-

Malcolm G. Little, manager of
properties of the Tennessee Valley Authority in the Kentucky
Lake area, announced in an address at the annual meeting of
the Kentucky Lake Association,
held at Gilbertsville last Friday
night, that Kentucky Lake has
taken the lead among all the
lakes of the TVA in the number
of visitors. He said that it is
estimated that more than 1,370,000 persons used Kentucky Lake
last year, and that 111,117 visited Kentucky Dam in May. Emphasizing'the popularity of fishing below the darn, Mr. Little
said that it was estimated that
8,084 persons fished from the
banks and 1,743 from boats there
in May.
More than $566,000 has been
invested in pleasure boats on
Kentucky Lake, 10 boat docks
are now in operation, 475 lots
for cabins have been set aside in
five
cabin subdivisions, and
parks opened.
Commenting on transfer of
Kentucky Dam Village to the
State, Mr. Little said TVA feels
the State will make proper use
of the properties as a park for
benefit of the public.
In the principal address at the
meeting, Henry Ward, new Ken-

Convention Endorse
State And National Administrations, Policies
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men's services.
Hugh Hunsaker proposed, at
Monday night's City Council
meeting, establishment of a street
in exchange for some land to be
King Paul and Queen Frederika of Greece and Queen annexed to Cedar Hill Cemetery.
ROYYALTY GREETS MIHAI, ANNIE
hand (June 7) to greet Mihai and his '.ride- The proposal was taken under
Helen, mother of ex-King Mihai of Romania were on
arrived at Athens airport, for their wedding advisement.
they
as
-Parma,
Bourbon
of
Anne
Princess
to-be,
Frederika, King Mihai and Anne. (AP Wirephoto for May were $13.
Thursday. Left to right are: Queen Helen, Queen
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via radio from Rome)
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EN-AR-CO Motor Oils and Greas
elec52-gallon
One
SALE:
es. Princeton Implement co. ltc FOR
tric hot water heater. Call
The Coffee with the Wonderful Flavor
814-J or write Box 542, PrinceHOMES and FARMS: If you
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3 lbs. for $1.12

State Police Now
Recruiting Men

Card Of Thanks

Childress Heads
County Delegatess

Brings Popular
Tent Show Here

• June 1r

'Paul

23 oz. jar

Apricot Nectar

19¢

FARM BRAND, asst. flavors

TEXSUN, sweetened

Grapefruit Juice 46 oz. can

19¢

Hancock County, pure country

2 gal.
1
/

SORGHUM

2 can
1
No./

TUNA FISH

JELLY

75¢
40¢

WISCONSIN, full cream

RED CROSS MACARONI OR
SCOTT COUNTY

5 lbs.

75¢

SARATOGA BRAND

19 oz. can

10¢

Value Brand, tender stringless

PINTO BEANS
SCOTT COUNTY, dried

GREEN BEANS
OUR FAVORITE

APPLE SAUCE
29 oz. can

19 oz. can, 2 for
4 oz. can

10¢

Honey Dew, early June three sieve Alaska

25¢

DEEP SOUTH, sweet and red

PIMENTOES

19 oz. can

15¢

SCHOOL DAY, medium size, tender Alaska

PEAS

15¢

JOAN OF ARC, fancy cut spears

141/2 Oz. can 19¢

ASPARAGUS

19 oz. can

19 oz. can

10¢

KENT FARM, whole kernel

CORN

PEAS

ARMOUR

Corn Beef Hash 16 oz. can
doz.
Mason Jars pts.

fifEART'S DELIGHT, heavy syrup

ZINC

MAXWELL HOUSE, reg. or drip

1 lb. can

54¢

6 oz. can, 2 for

15¢

COFFEE

Jar Tops

18¢

8 oz. jar

Peanut Butter

PEACHES

34¢
65¢
25¢

dozen

COFFEE

GRAHAM CRACKERS 1 lb. pkg. 10¢
HAPPY VALE, early June

ZION

SUNSHINE

1 lb. can

PEAS

Sugar Cured Jowl
•

10¢

WEEKEND MEAT SPECIALS
29¢ FRANKS
lb.

RED
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SHOES
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Princeton Shoe Co.
Fine Shoes FttedPIX-Ray

lb.

14¢

LEMONS

8 lb. bag

48¢

CELERY

Buy Purmutit
NOW
There-are only two:reasons Why a Purmutit
Water Softener is not in your home . .

37¢

doz.
stalk

For,Sale!

for
actually saves you more money than it costs. It's built to last
Peace of Mind and Security - - -

years, and every year it keeps on saving you money. An expense?

The insurance you place with us is written in

No, it's an investment! That's why we shall be glad to install a
Purmutit Water Conditioner, free of charge, for you to use ond

the best and strongest companies.

enjoy for 5 days- We shall be content to let you decide . . .
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ORANGES

43¢

lb.
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2. You Don't Know What It Will Do For 1 ou:

25¢

1 lb. pkg.
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1_ You Don't Think It Is Worth The Money:

FRESH FRUITS AND PRODUCE

LARGE GOLDEN YELLOW

BANANAS

FIG BARS

r h
oett:otrkri;teTy13oluraoe:otv:eser;wasi

Television Sc

55¢

1 lb. can

Chicken a la King 11 oz. jar 47¢
SUNSHINE num)
1 lb. pkg. ' 30ç
CRACKERS

MILK

FOR SALE; One building lot in
Nichols addition; gas range'and PIANOS — RADIC6 — ORGANS
— SOLOVOX. Top quality,
Woodstock typewriter. See or
ltc
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
call Mrs. C. M. Wood.
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
FOR SALE: 3 sofas, gas range,
52tp
Ph. 652-M.
lounge -chair, vanity, chest,
rugs, chairs, cabinet radio, beds, Goodyear truck, auto and farm
tractor tires. Princeton Implemattresses, springs, sewing maltc
ment Co.
chine, kitchen cabinet, buffet,

FOLGER'S, reg. or drip
COLLEGE INN

PET

FOR BULLDOZING (basement
digging, grading and light
cleaning) call 1054-W, Madisonville, Ky., or write P. 0.
Box 229. W. B. 'Tink" Corum.
2tp

32¢

24 oz. jar

GOLD KRAFT

Soda Crackers 2 lb. pkg. 45¢
Cigarettes, Popular Brands, carton
Ind. $1.65, Ky. $1.55 tax inc.
29¢

Kennedy and Stallins — Electrical contractors; REA wiring
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
tie
Phone 3654 or 541-W.

HEINZ, FRESH CUCUMBER

PICKLES
13¢

ltc

plement Co.

25¢

19 oz. can, 2 for

OVENKIST

29 oz. can

10¢

16 oz. can

Pork & Beans

HOME STYLE, sweet
MAZO, WISCONSIN

14 oz. bot. 15¢

Tomato Catsup

Pickled Beets 19 oz. can, 2 for 25¢
SAUER KRAUT

25¢

3 pkgs.

SPAGHETTI

58¢

CHOICE HAND PICKED

19¢

29 oz. can

PRUNES

lb

Daisy Cheese

19¢

12 oz. jar

GREEN TAG

STARKIST, grated

LIMA BEANS

25¢

46 oz. can

Orange Juice

call or see C. A. Woodall,
SALE: Large Super-6 reItc FOR
Phone 54 and 175.
frigerator. Oil burner type. In
excellent condition. Phone
International Milkers, Cr ea m
3114. Lee Mashburn, Princeton,
Separators, Milk Coolers and
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EVERYMEAL, delicious appetizer
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B. N. Lusby Co.
Princeton, Ky. 132 E. Main St. Phone 118
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